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1. THIS
MISSION
reputation,

IFlES that the Executive Board of THE AMERICAN BAPTIST HOME
ETY, reposing confidence in you as a devoted Minister of Jesus Christ, of goo<.l
i!1 full accord with th_: ~o~mo~ly a~cepted views and p:a_ctices of _B:ptist Churches,
E

•

3. " Take heed to all the flock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Church
of God." (Acts xx. 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." ( 1 Tim.
v.

2

r.) Much depends on faithful pastoral work.

A house-going preacher makes a church-going people.

4. Give special attention to Sunday-school work. Organize schools wherever practicable.
the children now is to have the men and women of the future.

To gain

5. Give attention also to the dissemination of Bibles and religious literature. Inform the Corresponding Secretary of what you want for this work.
6. Be an organizer and a leader.

Utilize all the material you can.

7. "Be gentle unto all men, patient."

(2 Tim. ii. 24; Tit. iii. 2.) We" beseech you, by the meek-

ness and gentleness of Christ" (2 Cor. x. 1.) to "give no offence in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed."

(1 Cor. x. 32; 2 Cor. vi. 3.)

8. " Have faith in God."

Patience, kindness, tact and time work wonders.

(Mark xi. 22.)

Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful.

"

"Endure hardness as a

If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the interests of the field which you are
appointed to cultivate demand a change, you may return, or the Board may recall this Commission, or
by mutual consent you may be transferred to another field, but you cannot, without the consent of the
Board, change your field of labor, and retain this Commission, nor can the Board assign you to another
field without your consent.

of lhe Executive Board.
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I. PASTORAL WORK.
1.

"Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine."

character, and reputation will take care of itself.

(1 Tim. iv. 16; Acts xx. 28.)

True doctrine shapes true living.

Take care of

"A bishop 11111st

have a good report of them that are without ( 1 Tim. iii. 7), or he cannot win them to Christ.
thyself pure." ( 1 Tim. v. 22.)
2. "Preach the Word."

(2 Tim. iv. 1.)

" JJeclarc all the counsel of God."

"Publicly and from house to house."

(Acts xx. 27.)

Preach it positively, lovingly.

" Keep

(Acts v. 42.)
Without love,

eloquence is as "sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal." " 'Study to show thyself approved unto God, a
workman tlrat needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth."

·-·~· ::r:::: -
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(2 Tim. ii. 15.)
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l V. CORRESPONDENCE.

•

-
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We desire interesting facts about your field, for the HOME M1ss10N MONTHLY.

Write these con-

cisely on paper separate from your ordinary ·correspondence, just as you would l'repare a short, condensed, pithy article for publication.

Write on one side only of the paper.

The MONTHLY is sentji·ee to

missionaries of the Society in the expectation that they ,, ill furnish for its columns such facts as may help
to give to the friends of the Hon1e Missions an intelligent view of the needs and the encouragements of
the field, in order to maintain their interest and to secure enlarged comributions for the work.

V. REAPPOINTMENT, OR CHANGE OF FIELD.
If a reappointment is desired, a new application should be filled up, with all the il,fannafi()it anti
recom111endatio11s rtquired in the printed " Form of Application," and forwarded at the time of your third
quarterly report.

7
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rtpJT,1:u, :.ucn m1ss1vnu1 y :.hall oe remmuea i,y a pnntea c1rcumr 01 the o mss1on, and t11at without explanal1ons winch
shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuance of the omission to the end of the year will be accounted
a reason for the non-renewal of his commission.
2 -That if, at the end of a year, churches whose pastors have been aiJ<.!d by the funds of this Society have made no
contributions to its treasury, such omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory by this Board, will be judged proper
cause for withholding further appropriations.

III.-That the Corresponding Secretary is further instructed Lo C()lllllllt11ic11/e lo missionary pastors and ck11rches that
the Board institute these rules not in the mere interests of its treasury, but in the broader interest of the character and
habits of Baptist churches, and in the conviction that they can he strong and valuable only as they look beyond themselves
to the spiritual welfare of others; and further, that the Bot1rd institute these rules with the specific rei;ognition that the
churches being missionary churches, are supposed to be weak, and that therefore it is not so much the amount which they
give which is in question, as that they have the heart to give something, and do give, as in the Lord's •sight, and as He bas
prospered them.
IV.-That the Corresponding Secretary be also instructed to urge upon the ck11rclus a like interest in all the forms of
home evangelization and of foreign missionary labor in which the denomination is engaged, nnd a like regular and liberal
contriLution to the other Societies of the denomination, SJ that in tlte ye.us of their greater strength they mny find themselves trained to habits of giving of their substance for the conversion of the world,
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have appointed you a Missionary •v preach the Gospel
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goon so1a1cr 01 Jesus Cnrist." (2 Tim. i1. 3.) "Rejoice always."
depends much on the spirit of their pastor.

(Phil. iv. 4.) The temper of a people

9. Cultivate the benevolence of your people. Exhort them that they" abound in this grace also."
(2 Cor. viii. 7.) (See special action of the Board on third page.)
10. "Watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of
thy ministry." (2 Tim. iv. 5.)

II. REPORTS.

1.

Keep an accurate record of your labors, and promptly, at the close of each quarter of your time,

fill out with care one of the blank reports sent you, and return to the Corresponding :-'ccretary.
time does not divide evenly into quarters, report fur the fractional part first.
2.

But if a qua?terly report falls due on the FIRST

OF

If your

APRIL, when accounts are closed for the

Annual Report, you are requested to make it up, estimating the amount of labor you will probably
perform in the whole quarter, and mail it in time to reach us the fifteenth day of March preceding.

II I.

SALARY.
1. A draft for your salary will be sent you by mail, unless you otherwise direct, at the close of each
quarter, if your re1.,ort is satisfactory.
2.

You may not give othtrs orders on the Home Mission Treasury, but when your salary is due, at

vour reauest, the Treasurer will nav R.U nr n or1rt oLit to anv ont, desi1matcd in vourJetter .

•

AMERICAN BAPTIST HOME MISSION ROOMS.
NEW YoRK,................................................

MAR. .. l.1...1Q0.1....

- - - - - - -- ----The Missionary who receives this comm1ss1on is expected, ns soon as possible after its acceptance, to read to the
Church to which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted 1.,y the Executive Board
of the Society; to use nil pro1 er means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements ; and to report what has been
done to the Corre ponding Secretary.
f,Vherms, Th e donor. of funds to the treasury of this Society, and the Executive BJard of the Society in the administration of the trust committed to them, have for n distinct aim the builrling up of Churche,, which shall be united with the
Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by a-::tive co-operation in evangelizing lubors; and
IYhereas, ln some cases contributions are withheld on the declared ground that nll moneys raised in such churches
should of right be expt!ndt!d in the States in which such moneys are raised; therefore

Resolved, 1.-Thnt this Board deem annual contril,ulion to the Treasury of this Society by all chu rches receiving
the benefit of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of su: h benefit, but indi ·,)ens:1ble to the proper training and
·
habits of such d1Urches in respect to the whole work of the clc:nominntion to which they belong.
11.-That this Board hereby instruct the Corresponding Secretary to prepare, a,id com,mmicate to all missionaries of
this Society, and lo 11/l churches enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the mies in respect to the contributions of such
churches by which this board will hereafter be governed, and that such rules shall embody the following:

.

1.-That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this . Society shall
.
. have been
•
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THE REV. ---

ERTIFJES that the Executive Board of THE AMERICAN BAPTIST HOME
OCIETY, reposing confidence in you as a dev9ted Minister of Jesus Christ, of good
reputation, and in full accord with the commonly accepted views and practices of Baptist Chu.rches,
have appointed you a Missionary to preach the Gospel

.....•.

··············································
······· .. ······································································································~---····
2,

Your appointment is for.......

.....months, from the first day

·;.............. ...../ ~ .

INSTl1~lJGTilIONS.
l. PASTORAL WORK.
1.

"Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine."

character, and reputation will take care of itself.

(1 Tim. iv. 16; Acts xx. 28.)

True doctrine shapes true living.

Take care of

"A bishop 11111st

have a good report of them that are without ( 1 Tim. iii. 7 ), or he cannot win them to Christ.
t"lyself pure."

" Keep

(1 Tim. v. 22 .)

2. "Preach the Word."

(2 Tim. iv. 1.)

" JJeclare all the counsel of God.''

"Publicly and from house to house."

(Acts xx. 27.)

eloquence is as "sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal."

Preach it positively, lovingly.

(Acts v. 42.)
Without love,

"Study to show thyself approved unto God, a

workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth."

(2 Tim. ii. 15.)

3. " Take heed to all the flock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Churc'h
of God." (Acts xx. 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." ( 1 Tim.
v. 21.) Much depends on faithful pasto;al work. A house-going preacher makes a church-going people.
4. Give special attention to Sunday-school work. Organize schools wherever practicable. To gain
the children now is to have the men and women of the future.
5. Give attention also to the dissemination of Bibles and religious literature. Inform the Corresponding Secretary of what you want for this work.
6. Be an organizer and a leader.

Utilize all the material you can.

7. "Be gentle unto all men, patient."

(2 Tim. ii. 24; Tit. iii. 2.) We" beseech you, by the meek-

ness and gentleness of Christ" (2 Cor. x. 1.) to "give no offence in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed."

( 1 Cor. x. 32 ; 2 Cor. vi. 3.)

8. " Have faith in God."

Patience, kindness, tact and time work wonders.

(Mark xi. 22.)

Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful.

good soldier of Jesus Christ." (2 Tim. ii. 3.) "Rejoice always."

"Endure hardness as a

(Phil. iv. 4.) The temper of a people

depends much on the spirit of their pastor.
9. Cultivate the benevolence of your people.

(2 Cor. viii. 7.)
10.

Exhort them that they "abound in this grace also."

(See special action of the Board on third page.)

"Watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of

thy ministry."

(2 Tim. iv. 5.)

I I. REPORTS.

.

.

1.

~~~pan accurate record of your labors, and promptly, at the close of each quarter of your time,

fill out with care one of the blank reports sent you, and return to the Corresponding Secretary.

If your

time does not divide evenly into quarters, report for the fractional part first.
2.

But if a quarterly report falls due on the FIRST OF APRIL, when accounts are closed for the

Annual Report, you are requested to make it up, estimating the amount of labor you will probably
perform in the whole quarter, and mail it in time to reach us the fifteenth day of March preceding.

II I.

1.

SALARY.
A draft for your salary will be sent you by mail, unless you otherwise direct, at the close of each

quarter, if your report is satisfactory.
2.

You may not give others orders on the Home Mission Treasury, but when your salary is due, at

your request, the Treasurer will pay a~l· or a part of it to any one designated in your letter.

IV. CORRESPONDENCE.

We desire interesting facts about your, field, for the Hol\rn MISSION MONTHLY.

Write these con-

cisely on paper separate from your ordinary correspondence, just as you would prepare a short, con·aensed, pithy attide for publication. • Write' on one side only of the paper.

The MONTHLY is sent free to

missionaries of the Society in the e:x:pectation that they will furnish for its columns such facts as may help
to, give to the friends of the Home Missions. an intelligent view of the needs and the encouragements of
the field, in order to maintain their interest and to secure enlarged contributions for the work.

V. REAPPOINTMENT, OR CHANGE OF FIELD.

If a reappointment is desired, a new application should be filled up, with all the i11/ormatio11 and

recommendations r1q11ired in the printed" Form of Application," and forwarded at the time of your third'
quarterly report.

•

If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the interests of the field which you are
appointed to cultivate demand a change, you may return, or the Boarrl may recall this Commission, or
by mutual consent you may be transferred to another field, but you cannot, without the consent of the
Roard, change your field of labor, and retain this Commission, nor can the Board assign you to another
field without your ·c onsent.
By order of the Executiv

4-~:-?2·-·

..................... .,.. '/, · nan of tlie Executive Board.
'

.

AMERICAN BAPTIST HOME MISSION ROOMS.

:.SEP....D..... J.9i).L_

NEW YORK, ............................................

The Missionary who receives this comm1ss1on is expected, as soon as possible after its acceptance, to read lo the
Church to which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted by the Executive Board
of the Society; lo use all proper means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements ; and to report what has been
done to the Corresponding Secretary.
1'V lurea.r, The donors of funds to the treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Society in the administration of the trust committed lo them, have for a distinct aim the builrling up of Churches, which shall be united with the
Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active co-operation in evangelizing labors ; and
Wh ereas, In some cases contributions are withheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such churche;;
should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised; therefore
Resolved, 1.-That this Board deem annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all churches receiving
the benefit of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such benefit, but indispensable to the proper training and
habits of such churches in respect to the whole work of the d~nomination to which they belong.

IJ .-Thal this Board hereby instruct the Corresponding Secretary to prepare, and commtmicale lo all m i.r.rio11arie.r of
tlti.r Society , and to all clmrclu.r enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in respect to the contributions of such

churches by which this board will hereafter be governed, and that such rules shall embody the following:

1.-That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall have been
reported, such missionary shall be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without explanations which
shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuance of the omission lo the end of the year will be accounted
a reason for the non-renewal of his commission,
2.-Thal if, al the end of a year, churches whose pastors have been aided by the funds of this Society have made no
contributions to its treasury, such omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory by this Board, will be judged proper
cause for withholding further appropriations .
III.-Thal the Corresponding Secretary is further instructed lo con11111micale lo missio11ary pastors and clmrcltes that
the Board institute these rules not in the mere interests of its treasury, but in the broader interest of the character and
habits of Baptist churches, and in the conviction that they can be strong and valuable only as they look beyond themselves
to the spiritual welfare of others; and further, that the Board institute these rules with the specific recognition that the
churches being missionary churches, are supposed to be weak, and that therefore it is not so much the amount which they
give which is in question, as that they have the heart to give something, and do give, as in the Lord's sight, and as He has
prospered them.
IV.-That the Corresponding Secretary be also instructed to urge 11po11 llu cl,11rches a like interest in all the forms of
home evangelization and of foreign missionary labor in which the denomination is engaged, and a like regular and liberal
contribution to the other Societies of the denomination, so that in the years of their greater strength they may find themaelves trained to habits of giving of their substance for the conversion of the world.
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To T,~•T:,~,~~~rdN:•::·~~::N
-BAPT;~T ~OME

MISSION SOCIETY, reposing confidence in you as a devoted Minister of Jesus Christ, of good
reputation, and in full accord with the commonly accepted views and practices of Baptist Churches,
have appointed you a Missionary to preach the Gospel Qr-
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INSTll~UGTllIONS .
•

1. PASTORAL WORK.
1.

"Take heed unto thyself and unto t~e doctrine."

character, and reputation will take care of itself.

(x Tim. iv. 16; Acts xx. 28.)

True doctrine shapes true living.

Take care of

"A bishop must

have a good report of them that are without ( 1 Tim. iii. 7 ), or he cannot win them to Christ.
fiyself pure."

" Keep

(1 Tim. v. 22 .)

2. "Preach the Word."

(2 Tim. iv. 1.)

" Declare all the counsel of God."

"Publicly and from house to house."

(Acts xx. 27.)

eloquence is as "sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal."

Preach it positively, lovingly.

(Acts v. 42.)
Without love,

"Study to show thyse1£ approved unto God, a

workman tba-t needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth."

(2 Tim. ii. 15.)

3. " Take heed to all the flock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Church
of God." (Acts xx. 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." ( 1 Tim.
v.

21.)

Much depends on faithful pastoral work. A house-going preacher makes a church-going people.

4. Give special attention to Sunday-school work. Organize schools wherever praeticable. To gain
the children now is to have the men and women of the future.
5. Give attention also to the dissemination of Bibles and religious literature. Inform the Corresponding Secretary of what you want for this work.
6. Be an organizer and a leader.

Utilize all the material you can.

7. " Be gentle unto nil men, patient."

( 2 Tim. ii. 24; Tit. iii. 2.) We " beseech you, by the meek-

ness and gentleness of Christ" (2 Cor. x. 1.) to "give no offence in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed."

(1 Cor. x. 32; 2 Cor. vi. 3.)

8. " Have faith in God."

Patience, kindness, tact and time work wonders.

(Mark xi. 22.)

Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful.

good soldier of Jesus Christ." ( 2 Tim. ii. 3.) " Rejoice always."

"Endure hardness as a

(Phil. iv. 4.) The temper of a people

depends much on the spirit of their pastor.
9. Cultivate the benevolence of your people.
(2 Cor. viii. 7.)
1 o.

Exhort them that they "abound in this grace also."

(See special action of the Board on third page.)

" Watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of

thy ministry."

(2 Tim. iv. 5.)

II. REPORTS.

1.

Keep an accurate record of your labors, and promptly, at the close of each quarter of your time,

fill out with care one of the blank reports sent you, and return to the Corresponding Secretary.

If your

time does not divide evenly into quarters, report for the fractional part first.
2.

But if a quarterly report falls due on the FIRST OF APRIL, when accounts are closed for the

Annual Report, you are requested to make it up, estimating the amount of labor you will probably
perform in the whole quarter, and mail it in time to reach us the fifteenth day of March preceding.

III. SALARY.

1.

A draft for your salary will be sent you by mail, unless you otherwise direct, at the close of each

quarter, if your report is satisfactory.
2.

You may not give others orders on the Home Mission Treasury, but when your salary is due, at

your request, the Treasurer will pay all or a part of it to any one designated in your letter.

IV. CQRRESPONDENCE.

We desire interesting facts about your field, for the Hol\tE MISSION MoNTHLY.

Write these con-

cisely on paper separate from your ordinary correspondence, just as you would prepare a short, condensed, pithy artfcle for publication.

Write on one side only of the paper.

The MoN_THLY is sent free to

missionaries of the Society in the expectation that they will furnish for its columns such facts as may help
to give to. the friends .of the Home Missions an intelligent view of the needs and the encouragements of
the field, in order to maintain their interest and to secure enlarged contributions for the work.

V. REAPPOINTMENT, OR CHANGE OF FIELD.

If a reappointment is desired, a new application should be filled up, with all tlte information and

recommendations rifuired in the printed" Form of Application," and forwarded at the time of your third
quarterly report.

If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the interests of the field which you are
appointed to cultivate demand a change, you may return, or the Board may recall this Commission, or
by mutual consent you may be transferred to another field, but you cannot, without the consent of the
Hoard, change your field of labor, and retain this Commission, nor can the Board assign you to another
field without your consent.
By order of the Executive, Board,

AMERICAN BAPTIST HOME MISSION ROOMS.
NEW YORK, ................................................

.I..U...... .Jt.().3._
I

The Missionary who receives this comm1ss1on is expected, as soon as possible after its acceptance, to read to the
Church to which he is appointed the following prearilbles and resolutions which have been adopted 1,y the Executive Board
of the Society ; to use all proper means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements; and to report what has been
done to the Corresponding Secretary.
Whereas, The donors of funds to the treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Suciety in the administration of the trust committed to them, have for a distinct aim the builrling up of Churches, which shall be united with the
Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active co-operation in evangelizing labors; and
Whereas, In some cases contributions are withheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such churches
should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised ; therefore
:Resolved, 1,-That this Board deem annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all churches receiving
the benefit of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such benefit, but indispensable to the proper training and
habits of such churches in respect to the whole work of the d,mominalion to which they belong.

11.-That this Board hereby instruct the Corresponding Secretary to prepare, a,id comm1micale lo all missio11aries of
this Society, and lo all clmrclus enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in respect to the contributions of such
churches by which this board will hereafter be governed, and that such rules shall embody the following:
1.-That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall have been
reported, such missionary shall be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without explanations which
shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuance of the omission to the end of the year will be accounted
a reason for the non-renewal of his commission.
2.-That if, at the end of a year, churches whose pastors have been aided by the funds of this Society have made no
contributions to its treasury, s11ch omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory by this Board, will be judged proper
cause for withholding further appropriations .
III.-That the Corresponding Secretary is further instructed to co111m1micale lo missionary pastors a11d clmrches that
the Board institute these rules not in the mere interests of its treasury, but in the broader interest of the character and
habits of Baptist churches, and in the conviction that they can be strong and valuable only as they look beyond themselves
to the spiritual welfare of others; and further, that the Board institute these rules with the specific recognition that the
churches being missionary churches, are supposed to be weak, and that therefore it is not so much the amount which they
give which is in question, as that they have the heart to give something, and do give, as in the Lord's sight, and as He has
prospered them.
IV.-That the Corresponding Secretary be also instructed to urge upon the churches a like interest in all the forms of
home evangelization and of foreign missionary labor in which the denomination is engaged, and a like regular and liberal
contribution to the other Societies of the denomination, so that in the years of their greater strength they may find themaelves trained to habits of giving of their substance for the conversion of the world.

.

I~, lmirinm Jnpfisf }tom, lission Jotitlq.
To

THE

THI
RTIFIES that the Executive Board of THE AMERICAN BAPTIST HOME
MISSIO S CIETYJ reposing confidence in you as a devoted Minister of Jesus Christ, of good
reputati
nd in full accord with the commonly acce~ed views and practices of Baptist Churches,
have appointed you a Missionary to preach the Gospel~
1.

2.

Your appointment is for... / ~ ..months, from the first day

INSTil~ UGfllIONS.
I. PASTORAL WORK.
1.

"Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine."

character, and reputation will take care of itself.

(1 Tim. iv. 16; Acts xx. 28.)

True doctrine shapes true living.

Take care of

" A bishop must

have a good report of them that are without ( 1 Tim. iii. 7), or he cannot win them to Christ.
tiyself pure." ( 1 Tim. v. 22 . )
2. "Preach the Word."

(2 Tim. iv. 1.)

" Decl~re all ·the counsel of God.''

"Publicly and from house to house."

(Acts xx. 27.)

eloquence_is as " sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal."

Preach it positively, lovingly.

" Keep

(Acts v. 42.)
Without love,

"Study to 'show thyself approved unto God, a

workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth."

(2 Tim. ii. ,15.)

I

3. " Take heed to all the flock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Churc'h
of God." (Acts' xx. 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." ( 1 Tim.
v.

21.)

Much depends on faithful pastoral work. A house-going preacher makes a church-going people.

4. Give special attention to Sunday-school work. Organize schools wherever practicable. To gain
the children now is to have the men and women of the future.
5. Give attention also to the dissemination of Bibles and religious literature. Inform the Corresponding Secretary of what you want for this work.
6. Be an organizer and a leader.

Utilize all the material you can.

7. "Be gentle unto all men, patient."

( 2 Tim. ii. 24; Tit. iii. 2.) We " beseech you, by the meek-

ness and gentleness of Christ" (2 Cor. x. 1.) to "give no offence in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed."

(1

Cor. x. 32;

2

Cor. vi. 3.)

8. " Have faith in God."

Patience, kindness, tact and time work wonders.

(Mark xi. 22.)

Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful.

good soldier of Jesus Christ." (2 Tim. ii. 3.) "Rejoice always."

"Endure hardness as a

(Phil. iv. 4.) The temper of a people

depends much on the spirit of their pastor.

I

9. Cultivate the benevolence of your people.
{2 Cor. viii. 7.)
10.

(See special action of the Board on third page.)

"Watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of

thy ministry."
1.

Exhort them that they "abound in this grace also."

(2 Tim. iv. 5.)

II. REPORTS.
Keep an accurate record of your labors, and promptly, at the close of each quarter of your time,

fill out with care one of the blank reports sent you, and return to the Corresponding Secretary.

If your

time does not divide evenly into quarters, report for the fractional part first.
2.

But if a quarterly report falls due on the FIRST OF APRIL, when accounts are closed for the

Annbl Report, you are requested to make it up, estimating the amount of labor you will probably
perform in the whole quarter, and mail it in time to reach us the fifteenth day of March preceding.
1.

III. SALARY.
A draft for your salary will be sent you by mail, unless you otherwise direct, at the close of each

quarter, if your report is satisfactory.
2.

You may not give ot~ers orders on the Home Mission Treasury, but when your salary is due, at

your request, the Treasurer will pay all or a part of it to any one designated in your letter.

IV. CORRESPONDENCE.
We desire interesting facts about your field, for the HoME MISSION MONTHLY.

Write these con-

cisely on paper separate from your ordinary correspondence, just as you would prepare a short, condensed, pithy article for publication.

Write on one side only of the paper.

The MONTHLY is sent free to

missionaries of the Society in the expectation that they will furnish for its columns such facts as may help
to give to the friends of the Home Missions an intelligent view of the needs and the encouragements of
the field, in order to maintain their interest and to secure enlarged contributions for the work.

V. REAPPOINTMENT, OR CHANGE OF FIELD.
If a reappointment is desired, a new application should be filled up, with all tl,e information and
recommendations r61Juired in the printed" Form of Application," and forwarded at the time of your third
quarterly report.

If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the interests of the field which you are
appointed to cultivate demand a change, you may return, or the Boarcl may recall this Commission, or
by mutual consent you may be transferred to another field, but you cannot, without the consent of the
Board, change your field of labor, and retain this Commission, nor can the Board assign you to another
field without your consent.

.

.
By order of thi! Executive ~ard,

Board.

;

AMERICAN BAPTIST HOME MISSION ROOMS.
NEW YORK, ...............................................

C'J ~ S EC Y.

/

.f.f.H....8....J1in. 1_

The Missionary who receives this comm1ss1on is expected, as soon as possible after its acceptance, to read to the
Church to which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted by the Executive Board
of the Society; to use all proper means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements ; and to report what has been
done to the Corresponding Secretary.
Whereas, The donors of funds to the treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Society in the administration of the trust committed to them, have for a distinct aim the builrling up of Churches, which shall be united with the
Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active co•operation in evangelizing labors; and
Whereas, In some cases contributions are withheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such churches
should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised; therefore

Resolved, I.-That this Board deem annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all churches receiving
the benefit of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such benefit, but indispensable to the proper training and
habits of such churches in respect to the whole work of the d<!nomination to which they belong.

U.-That this Board hereby instruct the Corresponding Secretary to prepare, a11d comm,micate to al/ missionaries of
, this St>ciety, and to all clwrc/1es enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in respect to the contributions of such
churches by which this board will hereafter be governed, and that such rules shall embody the following:

1.-That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall have been
reported, such missionary shall be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without explanations which
shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuance of the omission to the end of the year will be accounted
a reason for the non-renewal of his commission.
2.-That if, at the end of a year, churches whose pastors have been aided by the funds of this Society have made no
contributions to its treasury, s11ch omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory by this Board, will be judged proper
cause for withholding further appropriations.
HI.-That the Corresponding Secretary is further instructed to co111m1micatt lo missirmary pastors and cht1rches that
the Board institute these rules not in the mere interests of its treasury, but in the broader interest of the character and
habits of Baptist churches, and in the conviction that they can be strong and valuable only as they look beyond themselves
to the spiritual welfare of others ; and further, that the Board institute these rules with the specific recognition that the
churches being missionary churches, are supposed to be weak, and that therefore it is not so much the amount which they
give which is in question, as that they have the heart to give something, and do give, as in the Lord's sight, and as He has
prospered them.
IV.-That the Corresponding Secretary be also instructed to urge upon Jiu clmrches a like interest in all the forms of
home evangelization and of foreign missionary labor in which the denomination is engaged, and a like regular and liberal
contribution to the other Societies of the denomination, so that in the years of their greater strength they may find them11elves trained to habits of giving of their substance for the conversion of the world.
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· ··-INSTll~UGTilIONS.
I. PASTORAL WORK.
1. "Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine."
character, and reputation will take care of itself.

(1 Tim. iv. 16; Acts xx. 28.)

True doctrine shapes true living.

Take care of

"A bishop must

have a good report of them that are without ( 1 Tim. iii. 7 ), or he cannot win them to Christ.
t:iyself pure."

( 1 Tim. v.

" Keep

2 2 .)

2. "Preach the Word."

(2 Tim. iv. 1.)

" Declare all the counsel of God.''

"Publicly and from house to house."

(Acts xx. 27 .)

eloquence is as "sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal."

Preach it positively, lovingly.

(Acts v. 42.)
Without love,

"Study to show thyself approved unto God, a

workman th-a-t needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth."

(2 Tim. ii. 15.)

3. " Take heed to all the flock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Churc'h

•

of God." (Acts xx. 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." ( 1 Tim .
v. 21.) Much depends on faithful pastoral work. A house-going preacher makes a church-going people.
4. Give special attention to Sunday-school work. Organize schools wherever practicable. To gain
the children now is to have the men and women of the future.
5. Give attention also to the dissemination of Bibles and religious literature. Inform the Corresponding Secretary of what you want for this work.
6. Be an organizer and a leader.

Utilize all the material you can.

7. "Be gentle unto all men, patient."

(2 Tim. ii. 24; Tit. iii. 2.) We" beseech you, by the meek-

ness and gentleness of Christ" (2 Cor. x. 1.) to '' give no offence in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed."

( 1 Cor. x.

32 ;

2

Cor. vi. 3.)

8. " Have faith in God."

Patience, kindness, tact and time work wonders.

(Mark xi. 22.)

Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful.

good soldier of Jesus Christ." (2 Tim. ii. 3.) "Rejoice always."

"Endure hardness as a

(Phil. iv. 4.) The temper of a people

depends much on the spirit of their pastor.
9. Cultivate the benevolence of your people.
(2

Cor. viii. 7.)
10.

(See special action of the Board on third page.)

"Watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of

thy ministry."
1.

Exhort them that they "abound in this grace also."

(2 Tim. iv. 5.)

I I. REPORTS.
Keep an accurate record of your labors, and promptly, at the close of each quarter of your time,

fill out with care one of the blank reports sent you, and return to the Corresponding Secretary.

If your

time does not divide evenly into quarters, report for the fractional part first.
2.

But if a quarterly report falls due on the FIRST OF

APRIL,

when accounts are closed for the

Annual Report, you are requested to make it up, estimating the amount of labor you will probably
perform in the whole quarter, and mail it in time to reach us the fifteenth day of March preceding.
1.

II I. SALARY.
A draft for your salary will be sent you by mail, unless you otherwise direct, at the close of each

quarter, if your report is satisf;tctory.
2.

You may not give others orders on the Home Mission Treasury, but when your salary is due, at

your request, the Treasurer will pay all or a part of it to any one designated in your letter.

IV. CORRESPONDENCE.
We desire interesting facts about your field, for the Hol\rn MISSION MONTHLY.

. .. ,

Write these con-

cisely on paper separate from your ordinary correspondence, just as you would prepare a short, condensed, pithy article for publication.

Write on one side only of the paper.

The MONTHLY is sent free to

missionaries of the Society in the expectation that they will furnish for its columns such facts as may help
to give to the friends of the Home Missions an intelligent view of the needs and the encouragements of
the field, in order to maintain their interest and to secure enlarged contributions for the work.

V. REAPPOINTMENT, OR CHANGE OF FIELD.
If a reappointment is desired, a new application should be filled up, with all tlte i11/ormation and
recommendations rt(Juired in the printed" Form of Application," and forwarded at the time of your third
quarterly report.

If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the interests of the field which you are
appointed to cultivate demand a change, you may return, or the Boarrl may recall this Commission, or
by mutual consent you may be transferred to another field, but you cannot, without the consent of the
Roard, change your field of labor, and retain this Commission, nor can the Board assign you to another
field without your consent.
By order of the Executive Board,

.

.................................................................................................. phairman of ,fife·"'Exec11tive Board.
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The Missionary who receives this comm1ss1on is expected, as soon as possible after its acceptance, to read to the
Church lo which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted by the Executive Board
of the Society; to use all proper means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements; and to report what has been
done to the Corresponding Secretary.
Whereas, The donors of funds to the treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Society in the administration of the trus t committed to them, have for a distinct aim the builrling up of Churches, which shall be united with the
Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active co-operation in evangelizing labors; and
Whereas, In some cases contributions are withheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such churches
should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised; therefore
Resolved, 1.-That this Board deem annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all churches receiving
the benefit of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such benefit, but indispensable to the proper training and
habits of such churches in respect to the whole work of the d,momination to which they belong.

IL-Thal this Board hereby instruct the Corresponding Secretary to prepare, and commtmicale lo all missionaries of
this Society, and lo all clmrch.u enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in respect to the contributions of such
churches by which this board will hereafter be governed, and that such rules shall embody the following:
1.-That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall have been
reported, such missionary shall •be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without explanations which
shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuance of the omission to· the end of the year will be accounted
a reason for the non-renewal of his commission.
2.-That if, at the end of a year, churches whose pastors have been aided by the funds of this Society have made no
contributions to its treasury, sach omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory by this Board, will be judged proper
cause for withholding further appropriations .
III.-That the Corresponding Secretary is further instructed to comm,micale lo missi{lllary pastors a11d clmrches that
the Board institute these rules not in the mer~ interests of its treasury, but in the broader interest of the character and
habits of Baptist churches, and in the conviction that they can he strong and valuable only as they look beyond themselves
to the spiritual welfare of others; and further, that the Board institute these rules with the specific recognition that the
churches being missionary churches, are supposed to be weak, and that therefore it is not so much the amount which they
give which is in question, as that they have the heart to give something, and do give, as in the Lord's sight, and as He has
prospered them.
IV.-That the Corresponding Secretary be also instructed to urge upon the clmrches a like interest in all the forms of
home evangelization and of foreign missionary labor in which the denomination is engaged, and a like regular and liberal
contribution to the other Societies of the denomination, so that in the years of their greater strength they may find themaelves trained to ~abits of giving of their substance for the conversion of the world.
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INSrrt~UGTllIONS.
, l. PASTORAL WORK.
x. "Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine."

character, and reputation will take care of itself.

(1 Tim. iv. 16; Acts xx. 28.)

True doctrine shapes true living.

Take care of

" A bishop must

have a good report of them that are without ( 1 Tim. iii. 7), or he cannot win· them to Christ.
fayself pure."

" Keep

(1 Tim. v. 22 .)

2. "Preach the Word."

(2 Tim. iv. 1.)

" Declare all the counsel of God.''

"Publicly and from house to house."

(Acts xx. 27.)

eloquence is as "sounding brass or a tinkling_cymbal."

Preach it positively, lovingly.

(Acts v. 42.)
Without love,

"Study to show thyself approved unto God, a

workman th-a-t needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth."

(2 Tim. ii. 15.)

3. " Take heed to all the flock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Churc'h
of God." (Acts xx. 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." ( 1 Tim.
v. 21.) Much depends on faithful pastoral ,vork. A ho.use-going preacher makes a church-going people.
4. Give sp·ecial attention to Sunday-school work. Organize schools wherever practicable. To gain
the children now is to have the men and women of the future.
5. Give attention also to the dissemination of Bibles and religious literature. Inform the Corresponding Secretary of what you want for this work.
6. Be an organizer and a leader.

Utilize all the material you can.

7. "Be gentle unto all men, patient."

(2 Tim. ii. 24; Tit. iii. 2.)

We" beseech you, by the meek-

ness and gentleness of Christ" (2 Cor. x. 1.) to "give no offence in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed."

(1 Cor. x. 32; 2 Cor. vi. 3.)

8. "Have faith in God."

-

Patience, kindness, tact and time work wonders.

(Mark xi. 22.)

Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful.

good soldier of Jesus Christ." (2 Tim. ii. 3.) "Rejoice always."

"Endure hardness as a

(Phil. iv. 4.) The temper of a people

depends much on the spirit of their pastor.
9. Cultivate the benevolence of your people.
(2 Cor. viii. 7.)
1 o.

Exhort them that they "abound in this grace also."

(See special action of the Board on third page.)

"Watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of

thy ministry."

(2 Tim. iv. 5.)

I I. REPORTS.

1.

Keep an accurate record of your labors, and promptly, at the close of each quarter of your time,

fill out with care one of the blank reports sent you, and return to the Corresponding Secretary.

If your

time does not divide evenly into quarters, report for the fractional part first.
2.

But if a quarterly report falls due on the FIRST OF APRIL, when accounts are closed for the

Annual Report, you are requested to make it up, estimating the amount of labor you will probably
perform in the whole quarter, and mail it in time to reach us the fifteenth day of March preceding.

II I.

1.

SALARY.
A draft for your salary will be sent you by mail, unless you otherwise direct, at the close of each

quarter, if your report is satisfactory.
2.

You may not give others orders on the Home Mission Treasury, but when your salary is due, at

your request, the Treasurer will pay all or a part of it to any one designated in your letter.

IV. CORRESPONDENCE.

We desire interesting facts about your field, for the HOl\tE MISSION MONTHLY.

Write these con-

cisely on paper separate from your ordinary correspondence, just as you would prepare a short, condensed, pithy article for publication.

Write on one side only of the paper.

The MONTHLY is sent free to

missionaries of the Society in the expectation that they will furnish for its columns such facts as may help
to give to the friends of the Home Missions an intelligent view of the needs and the encouragements of
the field, in order to maintain their interest and to secure enlarged contributions for the work.

V. REAPPOINTMENT, OR CHANGE OF FIELD.

If a reappointment is desired, a new application should be filled up, with all the i11formation and

reco111mmdatio11s r1quired in the printed" Form of Application," and forwarded at the time of your third
quarterly report.

If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the interests of the field which you are
appointed to cultivate demand a change, you may return, or the Boar<! may recall this Commission, or
by mutual consent you may be transferred to another field, but you cannot, without the consent of the
Board, change your field of labor, and retain this Commission, nor can the Board assign you to another
field without your consent.
By order of the Executive Board,
................................................................................................... Clzairman of
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The Missionary who receives this comm1ss1on is expected, as soon as possible after its acceptance, to read to the
Church to which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted by the Executive Board
of the Society; to use all proper means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements ; and to report what has been
done to the Corresponding Secretary.
Wh ereas, The donors of funds to the treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Society in the administration of the trus t committed to them, have for a distinct aim the builrling up of Churches, which shall be united with the
Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active co-operation in evangelizing labors ; and
1¥hereas, In some cases contributions are withheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such churches
should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised; therefore
Resolved, 1.-That this Board deem annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all churches receiving
the benefit of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such benefit, but indispensable lo the proper training and
habits of such churches in respect to the whole work of the d.:nomination to which they belong.

11.-That this Board hereby instruct the Corresponding Secretary to prepare, and commtmicate to all missionaries of
this Society, and to all clmrches enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in respect to the contributions of such
churches by which this board will hereafter be governed, and that such rules shall embody the following :
1.-That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall have been
.reported, such missionary shall be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without explanations which
shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuance of the omission to the end of the year will be accounted
a reason for the non.renewal of his commission.
2.-That if, at the end of a year, churches whose pastors have been aided by the funds of this Society have made no
contributions to its treasury, such omission, without explanation deemed sati sfactory by this Board, will be judged proper
cause for withholding further appropriations .
111.-That the Corresponding Secretary is further instructed to co11w11micate lo missirmary pastors and clmrches that
the Board institute these rules not in the mere interests of its treasury, but in the broader interest of the character and
habits of Baptist churches, and in the conviction that they can be strong and valuable only as they look beyond themselves
to the spiritual welfare of others ; and further, that the Board institute these rules with the specific recognition that the
churches being missionary churches, are supposed to be weak, and that therefore it is not so much the amount which they
give which is in question, as that they have the heart to give something, and do give, as in the Lord's sight, and as He has
prospered them,
IV.-That the Corresponding Secretary be also instructed to urge 11po11 the churches a like interest in all the forms of
home evangelization and of foreign missionary labor in which the denomination is engaged, and a like regular and liberal
contribution to the other Societies of the denomination, so that in the years of their greater strength they may find themselves trained to habits of giving of their substance for the conversion of the world.
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; I. This Certifies that the Executive Board of THE AMERICAN BAPTIST HOME
ISSION SOCIETY, reposinr confidence in you as a devoted servant of Jesus Christ, of
good reputation, and in full accord with the commonly accepted views and practices of
Baptist Churches, has appointed you to service as follows:
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2. Your appointment is for ..../ ~.months, from the firs~y gJ ... ... . . .......................

k

The amoun~appropriakd towards your salary ia..
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Dollars, for the tim~/\.l'l<W to add $.../if'O, ...

If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the interests of the field which
you arc appointed to cultivate demand a chanrc, you may return, or the Board may recall.
this Commission, and upon written notice terminate your appointment; or by mutual consent
you may he transferred to another field, hut you cannot, without the consent of the Board,
change your field of labor, and retain this Commission, nor tan the Board assig-n you to
another field without your consent.
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INSTRUCTIONS ·
'

'

.. Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine." (I Tim. iv. 16; Acts xx. 28.) Take care of
character, and reputation will take care of itself. True doctrine shapes true living. " A bishop muat have
a good report of them that are without," (I Tam. iii. 7), or he cannot win them to Christ. "Keep 'thyself
pure." (I Tam. v. 22.)
"Preach the Word." (2 Tim. iv. I.) "Publicly and from house to house." (Acts v. 42.)
"Declare all the counsel of God." (Acts xx. 27.) Preach it positively, lovingly. Without love,
eloquence is as " sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal." " Study to show thyself approved unto God, a
workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth." (2 Tim. ii. 15.)
"Take heed to all the Rock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Church
of God." (Acts xx. 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." ( I Tim.
-v. 21.) Much depends on faithful pastoral work. A house-going preacher makes a church-going people.
Give special attention to Sunday-school work. Organize schools wherever practicable.
the children now is to have the men and women of the future.
Give attention also to the cliuemination of Bibles and religious literature.
Secretary of what you want for this work.

To gain

Inform the Corresponding

Be an organizer and a leader. Utilize all the material you can.

"Be gentle unto all men, patient." (2 Tim. ii. 24; Tit. iii. 2.) We "beseech you, by the meekness and gentleness of Christ" (2 Cor. x. I .) to " give no offense in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed." (I Cor. x. 32; 2 Cor. vi. 3.) Patience, kindness, tact and time work wonders.
"Have faith in God." (Mark xi. 22.) Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful. "Endure hardness as a
good soldier of Jesus Christ." (2 Tam. ii. 3.) "Rejoice always." (Phil. iv. 4.) The temper of a 'people
depends much on the spirit of their pastor.
Cultivate the benevolence of your people. Exhort them that they " abound in this grace also."
(2 Cor. viii. 7.) (See special action of the Board on third page.)
" Watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of
thy ministry." (2 Tim. iv. 5.)
If a reappointment is desired, a new application should be 61led up, with all the information and
recommenclationa ·~uired in the printed "Form of Application," and forwarded at the time of your
third quarterly report.

"

The missionary who receives this commiuion is expected, as soon as possible after its acceptance, to read
to the Church to which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted by
the Executive Board of the Society: to use all proper means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements : and to report what has been done to the Corresponding Secretary.

Whereas, The donon of funds to the treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Society
in the administration· of the trust committed to them, have for a distinct aim the building up of Ctturches,
which shall be united with the Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active co-operation in
evangelizing labon : and
Whueas, In 110me cases contn'butions are witheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such
Churches should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised : therefore
Resolved, 1.-That this Board deems annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all Churches
receiving the benefit of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such benefit, but indispensable to
the proper training and habits of such Churches in respect to the whole work of the whole denomination to
which they belong.

II.-That this Board hereby instructs the Corresponding Secretary to prepare, and communicate to all
missionaries of this Soddy, and to all Churches enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in
respect to the contributions of such Churches by which this Board will hereafter be governed, and that such
rules shall embody the following :
I .-That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall
have been reported, such missionary shall be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without
explanations which shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuanc• of the omission to
the end of the year will be accounted a reason for the non-renewal of his Commission.
2.-That if, at the end of a year, Churches whose paston have been aided by the funds of thia
Society have made no contributions to its Treasury, such omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory
by this Board, will be judged proper cause for witholding further appropriations.
ill.-That the Corresponding Secretary is further instructed to communicate to missionary pastors
and Churches that the Board institutes these rules not in the mere interests of its Treasury, but in the
broader interest of the character and habits of Baptist Churches, and in the conviction that they can be
strong and valuable only aa they look beyond themselves to the ipiritual welfare of others: and further,
that the Board institutes these rules with the specific recognition that the Churches being missionary
Churches, are suppoeed to be weak, and that therefore it is not ao much the amount which they give
which is in question, as that they have the heart to give IIOfflething, and do give, as in the Lord's sight,
and as He has prospered them.
IV.-That the Conesponding Secretary be also instructed to urge upon the Churches ll like interest in all the forms of home evangelization and of foreign millionary labor in which the denomination
is engaged, and a like regular and liberal contribution to the other Societies of the denomination, so that in
the yean of their greater strength they may find themselves trained to habits of giving of their substance for
the conversion of the world.
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If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the interests of the: field wbidi
you arc appointed to cultivate demand a cbana-c:, you may return, or the Boa.rd may recall
this Commiuion, and upon written notice terminate your appointment; or by mutual consent
you may be transferred to another field, but you cannot, without the consent of the Board,
change your field of labor, and retain this Commission, nor can the Board assign you to
another field without your consent.

--- x~ L •f,.:.;,;0~2::~Emv~•
By order of the Executive: Board,
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INSTR-UCTIONS
Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine." (I Tim. iv. 16: Acts xx. 28.) Take care of
-character, and reputation will take care of itself. True doctrine -shapes true living. " A bishop mu1t hav~
d",oatl ;~p0rt of the.in that a(~-witho"'," {I T1m. iii. 7), or he cannot win· .themi!to. Christ:" "J(~p thyself
ipure." · {1 Tim. ·v. 22.) , •·. ,
:
·· · ·'· · · ·
0

tv.

Preach the Word.11 (2-Tim.
1;) ·"Publidt 'and ' &om ''ho~ to house." . (A~ti' t. ·¾2.)
'" Declare all the counsel of God.,.. :·(Acts · ~- 2 7.) ·Pr;adt ..•:it ~tiv~iy, lovingly~ Witho~t iove,
•

' II

eloquence is as " sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal."

11

Study to show thyself approved unto God, a

workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth."

(2 Tim. ii. 15.)

"Take heed to all the Rock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Church
of God." (Acts xx. 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." (1 Tim.
v. 21.)

Much depends on faithful

pastoral work. A h~-going preacher• make,

Give special attention to Sunday-school work.
the children now is to have the men and women of the

Organize schools wherever practicable.

future.

Give attention also to the dissemination of Bibles and religious literature.
Secretary of what you want for this work.
Be an organizer and a leader.

a cburch-going people.

To gain

Inform the Corresponding

Utilize all the material you can.

"Be gentle unto all men, patient." (2 Tim. ii. 24; Tit. iii. 2.) We "beseech you, by the meekness and gentleness of Christ " (2 Cor. x. 1.) to " give no offense in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed."

(1 Cor. x. 32; 2 Cor. vi. 3.)

Patience, kindness, tact and time work wonders.

Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful. "Endure hardness as a
good soldier of Jesus Christ." (2 Tim. ii. 3.) "Rejoice always." (Phil. iv. 4.) The temper of a people
"Have faith in God."

(Mark xi. 22.)

depends much on the spirit of their pastor.
Cultivate the benevolence of your people. Exhort them that they " abound in this grace also."
(2 Cor. viii. 7.) (See special action of the Board on third page.)
" Watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make
thy ministry." (2 Tim. iv. 5.)

full proof of

If a reappoinbnent is desired, a new application should be 6lled up, with all the information and
recommendationa required in the printed "Form of Application," and forwarded at the time of your
third quarterly report.

The missionary who receives this commiuion is expected, as soon as possible after its acceptance, to read
to the Church to which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted by
the Executive Board of the Society ; to use all proper means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements ; and to report what has been done to the Corresponding Secretary.

Whereas, The donors of funds to the

treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Society
in the administration of the trust committed to them, have for a distinct aim the building up of Churches,
which shall be united with the Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active co-operation in
evangelizing labors ; and

Whereas, In some cases contributions are witheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such
Churches should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised ; therefore
Resolved, 1.-That this

Board deems annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all Churches
rec~iving the benefit of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such benefit, but indispensable to
the proper training and habits of such Churches in respect to the whole work of the whole denomination to
which they belong.
Il.-That this Board hereby instructs the Corresponding Secretl\ry to prepare, and communicate to all
missionaries of this Society, and to all Churches enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in

respect to the contributions of such Churches by which this Board will hereafter be governed, and that such
rules shall embody the following :
1.-That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall
have been reported, such missionary shall be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without
explanations which shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuanc• of the omission to
the end of the year will be accounted a reason for the non-renewal of his Co~ion.
2.-That if, at the end of a year, Churches whose pastors have been aided by the funds of thi.s
Society have made no contributions to its Treasury, such omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory
by this Board, will be judged proper cause for witholding further appropriations.
111.-That the Corresponding Secretary is further instructed to communicate to missionary pastors
that the Board institutes these rules not in the mere interests of its Treasury, but in the
broader interest of the character and habits of Baptist Churches, and in the conviction that they can be
strong and valuable only as they look beyond themselves to the spiritual weUare of others; and further,
that the Board institutes these rules with the specific recognition that the Churches being missionary
Churches, are supposed to be weak, and that therefore it is not so much the amount which they give
which is in question, as that they have the heart to give something, and do give, as in the Lord's sight,
and as He has prospered them.

and Churches

IV.-That the Corresponding Secretary be also instructed to urge upon the Churches a like interest in all the forms of home evangelization and of foreign miuionary labor in which the denomination
is engaged, and a like regular and liberal contribution to the other Societies of the denomination, so that in
the years of their greater strength they may find themselves trained to habits of giving of their substance for
the conversion of the world.
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that the Executive Board of THE AMERICAN BAPTIST HOME
S CIETY, reposing confidence in you as a devoted Minister of Jesus Christ, of good
reputati
nd in full accord with the commonly accepted views and practices of Baptist Churches,
have appointed you a Missionary to preach the Gospel
J.

THt

o.;;;?.:l(7--..?.::"j'

ERTIFIES

INSTil~UGTJ.lIONS.
I. PASTORAL WORK.
1.

"Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine."

character, and reputation will take care of itself.

( 1 Tim. iv. 16; Acts xx. 28.)

True doctrine shapes true living.

Take care of

" A bishop must

have a good report of them that are without ( 1 Tim. iii. 7), or he cannot win them to Christ.
byself pure."

" Keep

(1 Tim. v. 22 .)

2. "Preach the Word."

(2 Tim. iv. 1.)

" Declare all the counsel of God.''

"Publicly and from house to house."

(Acts xx. 27.)

eloquence is as "sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal."

Preach it positively, lovingly.

Without love,

"Study to show thys~lf approved unto God, a

workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth."

r

(Acts v. 42.)

(2 Tim. ii. 15.)

3. " Take heed to all the flock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Churc'h
of God." (Acts xx. 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." ( 1 Tim.
v. 21.) Much depends on faithful pastoral work. A house-going preacher makes a church-going people.
4. Give special attention to Sunday-school work.

Organize schools wherever practicable.

To gain

the children now is to have the men and women of the future.

5. Give attention also to the dissemination of Bibles and religious literature. Inform the Corresponding Secretary of what you want for this work.
6. Be an organizer and a leader.

Utilize all the material you can.

7. "Be gentle unto all men, patient."

(2 Tim. ii. 24; Tit. iii. 2.) We "beseech you, by the meek-

ness and gentleness of Christ" (2 Cor. x. 1.) to "give no offence in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed."

( 1 Cor. x. 32 ;

2

Cor. vi. 3.)

8. "Have faith in God."

Patience, kindness, tact and time work wdnders.

(Mark xi. 22.)

Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful.

good soldier of Jesus Christ." (2 Tim. ii. 3.) "Rejoice always."

"Endure hardness as a

(Phil. iv. 4.) The temper of a people

depends much on the spirit of their pastor.
9. Cultivate the benevolence of your people.
(2 Cor. viii. 7.)
10.

Exhort them that they "abound in this grace also."

(See special action of the Board on third page.)

"Watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full •proof of

thy ministry."

(2 Tim. iv. 5.)

II. REPORTS.

1.

Keep an accurate record of your labors, and promptly, at the close of each quarter of your time,

fill out with care one of the blank reports sent you, and return to the Corresponding Secretary.

If your

time does not divide evenly into quarters, report for the fractional part first.
2.

But if a quarterly report falls due on the FIRST

OF

APRIL, when accounts are closed for the

Annual Report, you are requested to make it up, estimating the amount of labor you will probably
perform in the whole quarter, and mail it in time to reach us the fifteenth day of March preceding.

II I. SALARY.

1.

A draft for your salary will be sent you by mail, unless you otherwise direct, at the close of each

quarter, if your report is satisfactory.
2.

You may not give others orders on the Home Mission Treasury, but when your salary is due, at

your request, the Treasurer will pay all or a part of it to any one designated in your letter.

l V. CORRESPONDENCE.
We desire interesting facts about your field, for the Ho ME M1ss10N MONTHLY.

Write these con-

cisely on paper separate from your ordinary correspondence, just as you would prepare a short, condensed, pithy article for publication.

Write on one side only of the paper.

The MONTHLY is sent free to

missionaries of the Society in the expectation that they will furnish for its columns such facts as may help
to give to the friends of the Home Missions an intelligent view of the needs and the encouragements of
the field, in order to maintain their interest and to secure enlarged contributions for the work.

V. REAPPOINTMENT, OR CHANGE OF FIELD.

If a reappointment is desired, a new application should be filled up, with all tlte i11formatio11 and
I

recommendations r1qt1ired in the printed" Form of Application," and forwarded at the time of your third

quarterly report.

If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the interests of the field which you are
appointed to cultivate demand a change, you may return, or the Boar<l may recall this Commission, or
by mutual consent you may be transferred to another field, but you cannot, without the consent of the
Board, change your field of labor, and retain this Commission, nor can the Board assign you to another
field without your consent,
By ordetl of the Executive Board,
I

~"l

I

-

.......... . . . . ......... . . .................................................. ....... . .............. ... ........ . . . ........... ............. ................... Chair111a1l

of tlie Executive Board.
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The Missionary who receives this comm1ss10n is expected, as soon as possible after its acceptance, to read to the
Church to which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted by the Executive Board
of the Society ; to use all proper means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements; and to report what has been
done to the Corresponding Secretary.
Whereas, The donors of funds to the treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Society in the administration of the trust committed to them, have for a distinct aim the builcling up of Churches, which shall be united with the
Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active co-operation in er angelizing labors ; and
Wh ereas, In some cases contributions are withheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such churches
should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised; therefore
Resolved, 1.-That this Board deem annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all churches receiving
the benefit of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such benefit, but indispensable to the proper training and
habits of such churches in respect to the whole work of the dc:nomination to which they belong.

II.-That this Board hereby instruct the Corresponding Secretary to prepare, and comm1111icate lo all missionaries of
this Society, and to all chttrchu enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in respect to the contributions of such

churches by which this board will hereafter be governed, and that such rules shall embody the following :

1.-That if, on receiving the third quo.rterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall have been
reported, such missionary shall be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without explanations which
shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuance of the omission to the end of the year will be accounted
a reason for the non-renewal of his commission.
'
2.-That if, at the end of a year, churches whose pastors have been aided by the funds of this Society have made no
contributions to its treasury, s11ch omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory by this Board, will be judged proper
cause for withholding further appropriations .
III.-That the Corresponding Secretary is further instructed to co1111111micale to missi"11ary pastors and ckurchu that
the Board institute these rules not in the meri: interests of its treasury, but in the broader interest of the character and
habits of Baptist churches, and in the conviction that they can be strong and valuable only as they look beyond themselves
to the spiritual welfare of others; and further, that the Board institute these rules with the specific recognition tho.t the
churches being missionary churches, are supposed to be weak, and that therefore it is not so much the amount which they
give which is in question, as that they have the heart to give something, and do give, as in the Lord's sight, and as He has
prospered them.
IV.-That the Corresponding Secretary be also instructed to urge upo11 Ike ck11rcl,es a like interest in all the forms of
home evangelization and of foreign missionary labor in whicb the denomination is engaged, and a like reiular and liberal
contribution to the other Societies of the denomination, so that in the years of their greater strength they may find them1elves trained to habits of giving of their substance for the conversion of the world.
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• This Certifies that the xccutive Board of THE AMERICAN BAPTIST HOME
~•-ION SOCIETY, rcposinr confidence in -you as a devoted servant of Jesus Christ, of
good reputation, and in full accord with the commonly accepted views and practices s>f·Baptist Churches, has appointed you to service as follows~

--

If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the interests of the field which
you are appointed to cultivate demand a change. you may return, or the Board may recall
this Commission, and upon written notice terminate your appointment; or by mutual consent
you may l,e transferred to another field, but you cannot, without the consent of the Board,
change your field of labor, and retain this Commission, nor can the Board assign you to
another field without your consent.
By order of the Executive Board,

-~lzca~eBo•~.
~-t-~~
a,,4-,.ry.
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INSTRUCTIONS
"'Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine." (I Tim. iv. 16: Acts :xx. 28.) Take care of
character, and repu~ation will take care of itself. True doctrine shapes true living. "A bishop muat have
a good report of them that are without," ( I Tun. iii. 7), or he cannot win them to Christ. " Keep thyself
pure." (I Tun. v. 22.)
"Preach the Word." (2 Tim. iv. I.) "Publicly and from house to house." (Acts v. 42.)
"Declare all the counsel of God." (Acts :xx. 27.) Preach it positively, lovingly. Without love,
eloquence is as " sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal." " Study to show thyself approved unto God, a
workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth." (2 Tim. ii. 15.)

"Take heed to all the Rock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Church
,of God." (Acts :xx. 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." (I Tim.
v. 2 I.) Much depends on faithful pastoral work. A house-going preacher makes a church-going people.
Give special attention to Sunday-school work. Organize schools wherever practicable.
the children now is to have the men and women of the future.
Give attention also to the dissemination of Bibles and religious literature.
Secretary of what you want for this work.

To gain

Inform the Corresponding

Be an organizer and a leader. Utilize all the material you can.
"Be gentle unto all men, patient." (2 Tim. ii. 24: Tit. iii. 2.) We (' beseech you, by the meek-

ness and gentleness of Christ " (2 Cor. x. 1.) to " give no offense in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed." (I Cor. x. 32: 2 Cor. vi. 3.) Patience, kindness, tact and time work wonders.
"Have faith in God." (Mark xi. 22.) Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful. "Endure hardness as a
good soldier of Jesus Christ." (2 Tun. ii. 3.) "Rejoice always." (Phil. iv. 4.) The temper of a people
depends much on the spirit of their pastor.
Cultivate the benevolence of your people. Exhort them that they " abound in this grace also."
(2 Cor. viii. 7.) (See special action ofthe Board on third page.)
" Watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of
thy ministry." (2 Tim. iv. 5.)

If a reappointment is desired, a new application should be 6lled up, with all the information and
recommendation, required in the printed .. Form of Application," and forwarded at the time of your
third quarterly report.

•

The missionary. who receives this commission is expected, as soon as possible after its acceptance, to read
to the Church to which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted by
the Executive Board of the Society ; to use all proper means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements; and to report what has been done to the Corresponding Secretary.

Whereas, The donors of funds to the treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Society
in the administration of the trust committed to them, have for a distinct aim the building up of Ctturchea,
which shall be united with the Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active co-operation in
evangelizing labors ; and
Whereas, In some cases contributions are witheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such

Churches should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised ; therefore

I

Resolved, 1.-That this Board deems annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all Churches
rec~iving the benefit of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such benefit, but indispensable to
the proper training and habits of such Churches in respect to the whole work of the whole denomination to
which they belong.
Il.-That this Board hereby instructs the Corresponding Secretary to prepare, and communicate to all
missionaries of this Soddy, and to all Churches enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in

respect to the contributions of such Churches by which this Board will hereafter be governed, and that such
rules shall embody the following :
1.-That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall
have been reported, such missionary shall be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without
explanations which shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuanc• of the omission to
the end of the year will be accounted a reason for the non-renewal of his Commission.
2. - That if, at the end of a year, Churches whose pastors have been aided by the funds of this
Society have made no contributions to its Treasury, such omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory
by this Board, will be judged proper cause for witholding further appropriations.
III.-That the Corresponding Secretary is further i111tructed to communicate to missionary pastors
and Churches that the Board institutes these rules not in the mere interests of its Treasury, but in the

broader interest of the character and habits of Baptist Churches, and in the conviction that they can be
strong and valuable only as they look beyond themselves to the spiritual welfare of others ; and further,
that the Board institutes these rules with the specific recognition that the Churches being missionary
Churches, are supposed to be weak, and that therefore it is not so much the amount which they give
which is in question, as that they have the heart to give something, and do give, as in the Lord's sight,
and as He has prospered them.
IV.-That the Conesponding Secretary be also instructed to urge upon the Churches a like interest in all the forms of home evangelization and of foreign missionary labor in which the denomination
is engaged, and a like regular and liberal contribution to the other Societies of the denomination, so that in
the years of their greater strength they may find themselves trained to habits of giving of their substance for
the conversion of the world.
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t the Executive Board of THE AMERICAN BAPTIST HOME

MISSION SOCIETY, reposinr confidence in you as a devoted servant of Jesus Christ, of
good reputation, and in full ac:cord with the commonly accepted views and practices of
Baptist Church , bas appointed you to service as follows:
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2. Your appoint mt ls lor.......
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.....months, from the first~

3. The amount appropriated towards your salary
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J>ollan, for the time named, the Field to add$ .... .

If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the interests of the field which
you are appointed to cultivate demand a change, you may return, or the Board may recall
this Commiuion, and upon written notice terminate your appointment; or l,y mutual consent
you may be transferred to another field, hut you cannot, without the consent of the Board,
change your field of labor, and retain this Commission, nor can the Board assign you to
another field without your consent.
By order of the Executive Board,

Cor. Sccretat'JI.
312 FOURTH AYfNUf,

New York, ........·-···-·····--·1••

INSTRUCTIONS
.. Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine." (I Tim. iv. 16; Acts xx. 28.) Take care of
character, and repu~ation will take care of itself. True doctrine shapes true living. "A bishop must have
:a good report of them that are without," ( I Tim. iii. 7), or he cannot win them to Christ. " Keep thyself
pure." ( I Tim. v. 22.)
"Preach the Word." (2 Tim. iv. I.) "Publicly and from house to house." (Acts v. 42.)
_., Declare all the counsel of God." (Acts xx. 2 7.) Preach it positively, lovingly. Without love,
eloquence is as " sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal." " Study to show thyself approved unto God, a
workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth," (2 Tim. ii. 15.)
"Take heed to all the ffock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Church
of God." (Acts xx. 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." ( I Tim.
v. 21.) Much depends on faithful pastoral work. A house-going preacher makes a church-going people.
Give special attention to Sunday-school work. Organize schools wherever practicable.
the children now is to have the men and women of the future.
Give attention also to the dissemination of Bibles and religious literature.
Secretary of what you want for this work.
Be an organizer and a leader.

To gain

Inform the Corresponding

Utilize all the material you can.

"Be gentle unto all men, patient." (2 Tim. ii. 24; Tit. iii. 2.) We "beseech you, by the meekness and gentleness of Christ" (2 Cor. x. I.) to "give no offense in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed." {I Cor. x. 32; 2 Cor. vi. 3.) Patience, kindness, tact and time work wonders.
"Have faith in God." (Mark xi. 22.) Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful. "Endure hardness as a
good soldier of Jesus Christ." (2 Tim. ii. 3.) "Rejoice always." (Phil. iv. 4.) The temper of a people
depends much on the spirit of their pastor.
Cultivate the benevolence of your people. Exhort them that they •• abound in this grace also."
(2 Cor. viii. 7.) (See special action of the Board on third page.)
" Watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of
thy ministry." (2 Tim. iv. 5.)

If a reappoinbnent is desired, a new application should be filled up, with all the information and
recommendation• required in the printed "Form of Application," and forwarded at the time of your
third quarterly report.

The missionary who receives this commiasion is expected, u soon·u possible after its acceptance, to read
to the Church to which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted by
the Executive Board of the Society; to use all proper meam to secure a hearty compliance with their require•
ments ; and to report what has been done to the Corresponding Secretary.

Whereas, The donors of funds to the

treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Society
in the administration of the trust committed to them, have for a distinct aim the building up of Cnurches,
which shall be united with the Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active c~operation in
evangelizing labors ; and

Whereas, In some cases contributiom are witheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such
Churches should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised ; therefore
Resolved, 1.-That this Board deems annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all Churches

receiving the benefit of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such benefit, but indispensable to
the proper training and habits of such Churches in respect to the whole work of the whole denomination to
which they belong.

11.-That this Board hereby imtructs the Corresponding Secretary to prepare, and communicate to all
missionaries of this Society, and to all Churches enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in

respect to the contributions of such Churches by which this Board will hereafter be governed, and that such
rules shall embody the following :

I.-That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall

have been reported, such missionary shall be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without
explanations which shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuanc• of the omission to
the end of the year will be accounted a reason for the non•renewal of his Commission.
2.-That if, at the end of a year, Churches whose pastors have been aided by the funds of this
Society have made no contributions to its Treasury, such omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory
by this Board, will be judged proper cause for witholding further appropriations.
m.-That the Corresponding Secretary is further instructed to communicate to missionary pastors
and Churches that the Board institutes these rules not in the mere interests of its Treasury, but in the
broader interest of the character and habits of Baptist Churches, and in the conviction that they can be
strong and valuable only as they look beyond themselves to the spiritual weHare of others; and further,
that the Board institutes these rules with the specific recognition that the Churches being missionary
Churches, are supposed to be weak, and that therefore it is not so much the amount which they give
which is in question, as that they have the heart to give something, and do give, as in the Lord's sight,
and as He has prospered them.

IV.-Thet the Corresponding Secretary be also instructed to urge upon the Churches a like inter•
est in all the forms of home evangelization and of foreign missionary labor in which the denomination
is engaged, and a like regular and liberal contribution to the other Societies of the denomination, so that in
the years of their greater strength they may find themselves trained to habits of giving of their substance for
the conversion of the world.

Ube Bmerican :fSaptiat
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I. This Certifies that the Exec:utive Board of THE AMERICAN BAPTIST HOME
MISSION SOCIETY, rcposinr c:onfidcncc in you as a devoted servant of Jesus Christ, of
good reputation, and in full ac:c:ord with the c:ommonly ac:c:cpted views and practices of
Baptist Ch hes, has pointed you to se ice as follows :
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2. Your appointment is for ...................months, from the

____

... ...... 19

/

to add

If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the intcre,ts of the field whic:h
you arc appointed to c:ultivate demand a c:hanre, you may return, or the Board may rec:all.
this Commiuion, and upon written notic:c terminate your appointment; or l,y mutual c:onscnt
you may l,c transferred to another field, hut you cannot, without the consent of the Board,
change your field of labor, and retain this Commiuion, nor can the Board assign you to
another field without your consent.
By order of the Executive Board,
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AMERKiAN BAPTIST HOME MISSION ROOMS,
312 FOURTH AVENUE,
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INSTRUCTIONS
Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine." (1 Tim. iv. 16; Acta xx. 28.) Take care of
character, and reputation will take care of itself. True doctrine shapes true living. 11 A bishop muat have
a good report of them that are without," ( I T IDI. iii. 7), or he cannot win them to Christ. " Keep thyself
pure." ( 1 TIDI. v. 22.)
0

"Preach the Word." (2 Tim. iv. I.) "Publidy and from house to house." (Acts v. 42.)
"Declare all the counsel of God." (Acts xx. 27.) Preach it positively, lovingly. Without love,
•eloquence is as "sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal." "Study to show thyself approved unto God, a
·workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth." (2 Tim. ii. 15.)
"Take heed to all the Rock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Church
of God." (Acts xx. 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." (1 Tim.
v. 21.) Much depends on faithful pastoral work. A house-going preacher makes a church-going people.
Give special attention to Sunday-school work. Organize schools wherever practicable.
the children now is to have the men and women of the future.
Give attention also to the diesemination of Bibles and religious literature.
Secretary of what you want for this work.
Be an organizer and a leader.

To gain

Inform the Corresponding

Utilize all the material you can.

"Be gentle unto all men, patient." (2 Tim. ii. 24; Tit. iii. 2.) We "beseech you, by the meek-

ness and gentleness of Christ " (2 Cor. x. I .) to " give no offense in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed." ( 1 Cor. x. 32 ; 2 Cor. vi. 3.) Patience, kindness, tact and time work wonders.
Have faith in God." (Mark xi. 22.) Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful. "Endure hardness as a
good soldier of Jesus Christ." (2 Tun. ii. 3.) "Rejoice always." (Phil. iv. 4.) The temper of a people
depends much on the spirit of their pastor.
11

Cultivate the benevolence of your people. Exhort them that they " abound in this grace also."
{2 Cor. viii. 7.) (See special action of the Board on third page.)
" Watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of
thy ministry." (2 Tim. iv. 5.)

If a reappointment is desired, a new application should be 61led up, with all the information and
ncommendationa required in the printed "Form of.Application," and forwarded at the time of your
third quarterly report.

·

•

The missionary who receives this commiuion is expected, u soon as possible after its acceptance, to read
to the Church to which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted by
the Executive Board of the Society : to use all proper means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements; and to report what has been done to the Corresponding Secretary.

Whereas, The donon of funds to the treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Society
in the administration of the trust committed to them, have for a distinct aim the building up of Churches,
which shall be united with the Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active co-operation in
evangelizing labon : and
Whereas, In some cases contributiona are witheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such
Churches should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised : therefore

I

I

Resolved, 1.-That this Board deems annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all Churches
receiving the bene6t of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such bene6t, but indispensable to
the proper training and habits of such Churches in respect to the whole work of the whole denomination to
which they belong.
II.-That this Board hereby instructs the Corresponding SecretMy to prepare, and communicate to all
missionaries of this Society, and to all Churches enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in
respect to the contributions of such Churches by which this Board will hereafter be governed, and that such
rules shall embody the following :
1.-That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall
have been reported, auch missionary shall be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without
explanations which shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuanc• of the omission to
the end of the year will be accounted a reason for the non-renewal of his Commission.
2.-That if, at the end of a year, Churches whose paston have been aided by the funds of thu
Society have made no contributions to its Treasury, such omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory
by this Board, will be judged proper cause for witholding further appropriations.

m.-That the

Corresponding Secretary is further instructed to communicate to missionary pastors
and Churches that the Board institutes these rules not in the mere interests of its Treasury, but in the
broader interest of the character and habits of Baptist Churches, and in the conviction that they can be
strong and valuable only aa they look beyond themselves to the apiritual welfare of others: and further,
that the Board institutes these rules with the specific recognition that the Churches being missionary
Churches, are supposed to be weak, and that therefore it is not 10 much the amount which they give
which is in question, aa that they have the heart to give something, and do give, aa in the Lord's sight,
and as He has prospered them.
IV.-That the Corresponding Secretary be also instructed to urge upon the Churches a like interest in all the forms of home evangelization and of foreign missionary labor in which the denomination
is engaged, and a like regular and liberal contribution to the other Societies of the denomination, so that in
the years of their greater strength they may 6nd themselves trained to habits of giving of their substance for
the conversion of the world.
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Certifies that the Executive Board of THE AMERICAN BAPTIST HOME
MISSION SOCIETY, rcposinr confidence in you a1 a devoted servant of Jesus Christ, of
roocl reputatJon, and in full accord with the commonly accepted views and practica of
Baptist Chuteha, has appointed you to service a1 follows:
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2. You, appolntmmt ls fcw......J.:;l=.month,, fl'OID the lint clay of ......
3. The amount appropriated towards your salary ~ / ...2..P.........
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.................................................

............................................................... Dollars, for the time named, the Field to add $............................................ .
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If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the interests of the field which
you arc appointed to cultivate demand a c:hanrc, you may return, or the Board may recall
this Commission, and upon written notice terminate your appointment; or by mutual consent
you may he transferred to another field, but you cannot, without the consent of the Board,
chang-c your field of labor, and retain this Commission, nor ca.n the Board assign you to
another field without your consent.
By order of the E:uc:utivc Board,

~~..d;~°f?F
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-~~m,i/f'of th,_Exe':'ffw Board.
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AMERIGAN BAPTIST HOME MISSION ROOMS,
312 FOUlTH AVEMJE,

· -Cor. SzcrefarJJ.
I

APR 2 L 1910
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INSTRUCTIONS
" Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine." ( 1 Tim. iv. 16 ; Acts xx. 28.) Take care of
character, and reputation will take care of itself. True doctrine shapes true living. 11 A bishop muat have
.a .good report of them ..that are without/' ( 1 Tam; .iii: 7), or be cannot.win them to ··Christ. " Keep thyself
:pute.'•· ·(f T'lrii. ~- 22.)
· •·
.. t·
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.
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' .. Preacli the Word:· '(2 Tim. ii ·1;) "Publidy and from '. house t~ hous_e." , (Act's:, v: 42.)
... Declare all the counsel of God:· (Acts
27.) Pr;ach .•':t ~itiveiy, lovingly. \Vithou~ . l~t~.
,eloquence is as " sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal.'' " Study to show thyself approved unto God, a
w~r~n that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth.'' (2 Tim. ii. 15.)

·xx.

" Take heed to all the Rock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Church
of God.'' (Acts xx. 28.) " Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." ( 1 Tim.
v. 21.) Much depends on faithful pastoral work. A house-going preacher makes a chQrch-going people.
Give special attention to Sunday-school work. Organize schools wherever practicable.
the children now is to have the men and women of the future. ·
Give attention also to the dissemination of Bibles and religious literature.
Secretary of what you want for this work.

To gain

Inform the Corresponding

Be an organizer and a leader. Utilize all the material you can.

"Be gentle unto all men, patient." (2 Tim. ii. 24; Tit. iii. 2.) We beseech you, by the meekII

ness and gentleness of Christ " (2 Cor. x. 1.) to " give no offense in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed." (1 Cor. x. 32; 2 Cor. vi. 3.) Patience, kindness, tact and time work wonders.
"Have faith in God.'' (Mark xi. 22.) Be prayerful, faithfu1, hopeful.
good soldier of Jesus Christ.'' (2 Tam. ii. 3.) "Rejoice always.'' (Phil. iv. 4.)
depends much on the spirit of their pastor.

Endure hardness as a
The temper·of a people

11

Cultivate the benevolence of your people. Exhort them that they .. abound in this grace also.''
(2 Cor. viii. 7.) (See special action of the Board on third page.)
Watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of
thy ministry." (2 Tim. iv. 5.)
11

If a reappointment is desired, a new application should be 6lled up, with all the information and
recommendationa required in the printed "Form of Application," and forwarded at the time of your
third quarterly report.

The missionary who receives this commission is expected, as soon as possible after its acceptance, to read
to the Church to which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted by
the Executive Board of the Society; to use all proper means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements ; and to report what has been done to the Corresponding Secretary.

Whereas, The donors of funds to the

treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Society
in the administration of the trust committed to them, have for a distinct aim the building up of Ciiurches,
which shall be united with the Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active co-operation in
evangelizing labors ; and

Whereas, In some cases contributions are witheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such
Churches should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised ; therefore
Resolved, 1.-That this

Board deems annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all Churches
rec<living the bene6t of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such benefit, but indispensable to
the proper training and habits of such Churches in respect to the whole work of the whole denomination to
which they belong.
II.-That this Board hereby instructs the Corresponding Secretl\ry to prepare, and communicate to all
enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in
respect to the contributions of such Churches by which this Board will hereafter be governed, and that such
rules shall embody the following :

missionaries of this Soddy, and to all Churches

1.-That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall
have been reported, such missionary shall be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without
explanations which shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuanc• of the omission to
the end of the year will be accounted a reason for the non-renewal of his Commission.
2.-That if, at the end of a year, Churches whose pastors have been aided by the funds of tlm
Society have made no contributions to its Treasury, such omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory
by this Board, will be judged proper cause for witholding further appropriations.
m.-That the Corresponding Secretary is further instructed to communicate to missionary pastors
that the Board institutes these rules not in the mere interests of its Treasury, but in the
broader interest of the character and habits of Baptist Churches, and in the conviction that they can be
strong and valuable only as they look beyond themselves to the apiritual weUare of others ; and further,
that the Board institutes these rules with the speci6c recognition that the Churches being missionary
Churches, are supposed to be weak, and that therefore it is not so much the amount which they sive
which is in question, as that they have the heart to give something, and do give, as in the Lord's sight,
and as He has prospered them.

and Churches

IV.-That the Conesponding Secretary be also instructed to urge upon the Churches a like interest in all the fonns of home evangelization and of foreign missionary labor in which the denomination
is engaged, and a like regular and liberal contribution to the other Societies of the denomination, so that in
the years of their greater strength they may 6nd themselves trained to habits of giving of their substance for
the conversion of the world.
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1.
's certifies that the Executive Board of THE AMERICAN BAPTIST
HOM MISSION SOCIETY, reposing confidence in you as a devoted servant of Jesus

Christ, of good reputation, and in full accord with the commonly accepted views and practices
.of Bap 'at Chwches, has appo~you to setve as folio~
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2. Your appoinbnent is for ...

3. The amount appropriated towards your salary is_...../_[/7)___..___________
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you are appointed to cultivate demand a change, you may return, or the Board may recall this
Commission, and upon written notice terminate your appointment ; or by mutual consent you
may be tranafened to another 6eld, but you cannot, without the consent of the Board, change
your field of labor, and retain this Commission, nor can the Board assign you to another field
without your consenL
order of 'e Executive Board,
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INSTRUCTIONS
"Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine." :(1 Tun. iv. 16; Acts xx. 28.) Take care of
character, and reputation will take care of itself. True doctrine shapes true living. "A bishop must have
a good report of them that are without." (I Tim. iii. 7), or he cannot win them to Christ. "Keep thyse:f
pure." (I Tim. v. 22.)

I

I

"Preach the Word." (2 Tun. iv. I.) "Publicly and .from hoU1e to -house." (Acts v. 42.)
"Declare all the counsel of God." (Acts xx 27.)
Preach it positively, lovingly. Without love,
eloquence is as "sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal." "Study to show thyself approved unto God, a
workman that needeth not be ashamed, riahtly dividing the word of truth." (2 Tim. ii. 15.)
" Take heed to all the Rock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Church
of God." (Acts xx 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." (I Tim,
v. 21.) Much depends on faithful paftoral work. A house-going preacher makes a church-going people.
Give special attention to Sunday-school work. Organize schools wherever practicable. To gain
the Children now is to have the men and women of the future.
Give attention also to the dissemination of Bibles and religious literature.
Secretary of what you want for this work.
Be an organizer and a leader.

Inform the Corresponding

Utilize all the material you can.

" Be gentle unto all men, patient." (2 Tim. ii. 24 ; Tit. iii. 2.) We "beseech you, by the meekness and gentleness of Christ " (2 Cor. x. I .) to "give no offense in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed." ( I Cor. x. 32; 2 Cor. vi. 3.) Patience, kindness, tact and time work wonders.
"Have faith in God." (Mark xi. 22.) Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful. "Endure hardness as a
good soldier of Jesus Christ." (2 Tim. ii. 3.) " Rejoice always." (Phil. iv. 4.) The temper of a people
depends much on the spirit of their pastor.
Cultivate the benevolence of your people. Exhort them that they "abound in thia grace also."
(2 Cor. viii. 7.) (See special action of the board on third page.)1
" Watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of
thy ministry." (2 Tim. iv. 5.)

If a reappointment is desired, a new application should be filled up, with all the information and
recommendations required in the printed " Form of Application" and forwarded at the time of your

third quarterly report.

The missionary who receives this commission is expected, as soon as possible after its acceptance, to read
to the Church to which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted by
the Executive Board of the Society; to use all proper means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements; and to report what has been done to the Corresponding Secretary.

Whereas, The donors of funds to the treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Society
in the administration of the trust committed to them, have for a distinct aim the building up of Churches,
which shall be united with the Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active co-operation in
evangelizing labors ; and

I

I

I

Whereas, In some cases contributions are withheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such
Churches should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised; therefore
Resolved, 1.-That this Board deems annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all Churches
receiving the benefit of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such benefit, but indispensable to
the proper training and habits of such churches in respect to the whole work of the whole denomination to
which they belong.
II.-That this Board hereby instructs the Corresponding Secretary to prepare, aocl communicate to all
missionaries of this Society, and to all Churchn enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in
respect to the contributions of such Churches by which this Board will hereafter be governed, and that such
rules shall embody the following :

I. - That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall
have been reported, such missionary shall be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without
explanations which shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuance of the omission to
the end of the year will be accounted a reason for the non-renewal of his Commission.
2.-That if, at the end of a year, Churches whose pastors have been aided by the funds of this
Society have made no contributions to its Treasury, such omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory
by this Board, will be judged proper cause for withholding further appropriations.
III.-That the Corresponding Secretary is further instructed to communicate to missionary pastors
and churches that the Board institutes these rules not in the mere interests of its Treasury, but in the
broader interest of the character and habits of Baptist Churches, and in the conviction that they can be
strong and valuable only as they look beyond themselves to the spiritual welfare of others; and further,
that the Board institutes these rules with the specific recognition that the Churches being missionary
Churches, are supposed to be weak, and that therefore it is not so much the amount which they give
which is in question, as that they have the heart to give something, and do give, as in the Lord's sight,
and as He has prospered them.
IV.-That the Corresponding Secretary be also instructed to urge upon
est in all the forms of home evangelization and of foreign missionary labor
is..,engaged, and a like regular and liberal contribution to the other Societies of
the years of their greater strength they may find themselves trained to habits of
the conversion of the world.
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the Churches a like interin which the denomination
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1. This certifies that the Executive Board of THE AMERICAN BAPTIST
HOME MISSION SOCIETY, reposing confidence in you as a devoted servant of Jesus
Christ, of good repu~tion, and in full accord with the commonly accepted views and practices
of Baptist Churches, has appointed you to serve as follows :
·······-······················-·Africfl.n ;1Uchigan .. St r~tit... Church.,

.Bu.f fal o.,

.11 •... Y• _ _ __

2. Your appointment is for ... tw.elY.e.months, from the fust day of......Ap.r..il_··-··-······1913
3. The amount appropriated towards your salary is-...T~a...I:Iu.n~:1=.=::..-:....- -----+-(.,.,$3~0~0r1)-Dollars, for the time named, to be paid to you by your State Con-

vention, under the terms of co-operation with the Society, your field is to add$ _ _ _ __

If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the interests of the field which

you are appointed to cultivate demand a change, you may return, or the Board may recall this
Commission, and upon written notice terminate your appointment ; or by mutual consent you
may be transferred to another field, but you cannot, without the consent of the Board, change
your field of labor, and retain this Commission, nor can the Board assign you to another field
without your consent.
By order of the Executive Board,

,&._.&.... 4.0. . . . . . .~ .

--

E.recuuo. Board

·····;;;;:;;;5;·~
/ a~

AMERICAN BAPTIST NOME MISSION
23 EAST 28111 STREET

Chairman of.

New York, ............ July lB..a ... 1913 •................................

•

INSTRUCTIONS
"Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine." ( I Tim. iv. 16; Acts xx. 28.) Take care of
character, and reputation will take care of itself. True doctrine shapes true living. "A bishop must have
a good report of them that are without." (I Tim. iii. 7), or he cannot win them to Christ. "Keep thyself
pure." (I Tun. v. 22.)
"Preach the Word." (2 TIDl•. iv. 1.) "Publicly and from hou1e to house." (Acts v. 42.)
"Declare all the counsel of God." (Acts xx 27.) Preach it poaitively, lovingly. Without love,
eloquence is as "sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal." "Study to show thyself approved unto God, a
workman that needeth not be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth." (2 Tim. ii. 15.)
" Take heed to all the Rock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Church
of God." (Acts xx 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." ( I Tim.
v. 21.) Much depends on faithful pa~oral work. A house-going preacher makes a church-going people.
Give special attention to Sunday-school work. Organize schools wherever practicable. To gain
the Children now is to have the men and women of the future.
Give attention also to the dissemination of Bibles and religious literature.
Secretary of what you want for this work.

Inform the Corresponding

Be an organizer and a leader. Utilize all the material you can.
" Be gentle unto all men, patienL" (2 Tim. ii. 24 ; Tit. iii. 2.) We " beseech you, by the meek-

ness and gentleness of Christ.. (2 Cor. x. I.) to" give no offense in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed." (I Cor. x. 32; 2 Cor. vi. 3.) Patience, kindness, tact and time work wooden.
"Have faith in God." (Mark xi. 22.) Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful. "Endure hardness as a
good soldier of Jesus Christ." (2 TIDl. ii. 3.) "Rejoice always." (P~. iv. 4.) The temper of a people
depends much on the spirit of their pastor.
Cultivate the benevolence of your people. Exhort them that they "abound in this
(2 Cor. viii. 7.) (See special action of the board on third page.)

grace

also."

" Watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of
thy ministry:' (2 Tim. iv. 5.)

If a reappoinhnent is desired, a new application should be filled up, with all the information and
recommendations required in the printed " Form of Application" and forwarded at the time of your
third quarterly report.

.,..

.. ---
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The missionary who receives this commission is expected, as soon as possible after its acceptance, to read
to the Church to which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted by
the Executive Board of the Society ; to use all proper means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements; and to report what has been done to the Corresponding Secretary.

Whereas, The donors of funds to the treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Society

in the administration of the trust committed to them, have for a distinct aim the building up of Churches,
which shall be united with the Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active co-operation in
evangelizing labors ; and

Whereas, In some cases contributions are withheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such
Churches should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised; therdore
Resolved, I.-That this Board deems annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all Churches
receiving the benefit of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such benefit, but indispensable to
the proper training and habits of such churches in respect to the whole work of the whole denomination to
which they belong.
D.-That this Board hereby instructs the Corresponding Secretary to prepare, and communicate to all
missionariea of this Society, and to all Churches enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in
respect to the contributions of such Churches by which this Board will hereafter be governed, and that such
rules shall embody the following :
1.-That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall
have been reported, such missionary shall be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without
explanations which shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuance of the omission to
the end of the year will be accounted a reason for the non-renewal of his Commission.
2.-That if, at the end of a year, Churches whose pastors have been aided by the funds of this
Society have made no contributions to its Treasury, such omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory
by this Board, will be judged proper cause for withholding further appropriations.
111.-That the Corresponding Secretary is further instructed to communicate to missionary pastors
and churches that the Board institutes these rules not in the mere interests of its Treasury, but in the
broader interest of the character and habits of Baptist Churches, and in the conviction that they can be
strong and valuable only as they look beyond themselves to the spiritual welfare of others; and further,
that the Board institutes these rules with the specific recognition that the Churches being missionary
Churches, are supposed to be weak, and that therefore it is not so much the amount which they give
which is in question, as that they have the heart to give something, and do give, as in the Lord's sight,
and as He has prospered them.
IV.-That the Corresponding Secretary be also instructed to urge upon
est in all the forms of home evangelization and of foreign missionary labor
is engaged, and a like regular and liberal contribution to the other Societies of
the years of their greater strength they may find themselves trained to habits of
the conversion of the world.
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1 This certifies that the Executive Board of THE AMERICAN BAPTIST
HOME MISSION SOCIETY, reposing confidence in you as a devoted servant of Jesus
Christ, of good reputation, and in full accord with the commonly accepted views and practices
of Baptist Churches, has appointed you to serve as,follows :

···--·····-·-··-·
·

.

.

/ ,1-

~f -·-···· r·~

.. ·-· -····· .......

-·--·--······-·-········· ···· ···· -·-····-····· -·····')-3

2. Your appointment is lor.../ol ........months,

............ ··-· :···········-··-·r··
··· · - - - - -

·./'if----···--

Lm the first day ol..·- E·-j···· ··l

9/ ,;l •

3. The amount appropriated towards your salary is __/_t_u
_____
........

.................................... Dollars, for the time named, the Field to add $ ........

Convention, $ ...

_ _ .___

?.....?..Y... .. .'=:..

d ... C,;7} •······--·········-·············
·-······················..······..················-····
··············
·································
·····

......................................................

_________

....................- - - --

-·- -·-··--·--· - -

If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the interests of the field which

you are appointed to cultivate demand a change, you may return, or the Board may recall this
Commission, and upon written notice terminate your appointment; or by mutual consent you
may be transferred to another field, but you cannot, without the consent of the Board, change
your field of labor, and retain this Commission, nor can the Board assign you to another field
without your consent.

J {2y

Bz:er ol thel::::./,
Board,

AMERICAN BAPTIST HOME MISSION SOCIETY
23 HIT 28TH STREET

/

. .•,t

.ia..,.,

MAV l ')

l O7

New York,......................................................

2 . .....................

INSTRUCTIONS
"Take heed unto thyaeH and unto the doctrine." ~(1 Tun. iv. 16: Acta xx. 28.) Take care of
character, and reputation will take care of itself. True doctrine shapes true living. "A bishop must have
a good report of them that are without." ( 1 Tun. iii. 7), or he cannot win them to Christ. " Keep thyself
pure." (I Tim. v. 22.)
"Preach the Word." (2 TIDl. iv. I.) "Publicly and .from hou10 to house." (Acts v. 42.)
"Declare all the counsel of God." (Acts xx 27.)
Preach it politively, lovingly. Without love,
eloquence is as "sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal." " Study to show thyself approved unto God, a
workman that needeth not be a1hamed, rightly dividing the word of truth." (2 Tim. ii. 15.)

I

" Take heed to all the Rock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Church
of God." (Acta xx 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." (1 Tim~
v. 21.) Much depend, on faithful paftoral work. A house-going preacher makes a church-going people.
Give special attention to Sunday-school work. Organize schools wherever practicable. To gain
the Children now is to have the men and women of the future.
Give attention also to the dissemination of Bibles and religiou1 literature.
Secretary of what you want for this work.

Inform the Corresponding

Be an organizer and a leader. Utilize all the material you can.
" Be gentle unto all men, patient." (2 Tim. ii. 24 : Tit. iii. 2.) We " beseech you, by the meek-

ness and gentleness of Christ " (2 Cor. x. 1.) to "give no offense in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed." (I Cor. x. 32: 2 Cor. vi. 3.) Patience, kindness, tact and time work wonders.

"Have faith in God." (Mark xi. 22.) Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful. "Endure hardness as a
good soldier of Jesus Christ." (2 Tun. ii. 3.) "Rejoice always." (Phil. iv. 4.) The temper of a people
depends much on the spirit of their pastor.
Cultivate the benevolence of your people. Exhort them that they "abound in thi1 grace
(2 Cor. viii. 7.) (See special action of the hoard on third page.)1

also."

" Watch thou in all things, endure afllictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of
thy ministry." (2 Tim. iv. 5.)

If a reappointment is desired, a new application should be filled up, with all the information and
recommendations required in the printed "Form of Application" and forwarded at the time of your
third quarterly report.
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The missionary who receives this commission is expected, as soon as possible aher its acceptance, to read
to the Church to which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted by
the Executive Board of the Society ; to use all proper means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements; and to report what has been done to the Corresponding Secretary.

Whereas, The donors of funds to the treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Society
in the administration of the trust committed to them, have for a distinct aim the building up of Churches,
which shall be united with the Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active co-operation in
evangelizing labors ; and
Whueas, In some cases contributions are withheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such
Churches should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised: therefore·
Resolved, 1.-That this Board deems annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all Churches
receiving the benefit of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such benefit, but indispensable to
the proper training and habits of such churches in respect to the whole work of the whole denomination to
which they belong.
II.-That this Board hereby instructs the Corresponding Secretary to prepare, and communicate to all
missionarits of this Society, and to all Churches enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in
respect to the contributions of such Churches by which this Board will hereafter be governed, and that such
rules shall embody the following :

I.-That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall
have been reported, such missionary shall be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without
explanations which shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuance of the omission to
the end of the year will be accounted a reason for the non-renewal of his Commission.
2.-That if, at the end of a year, Churches whose pastors have been aided by the funds of this
Society have made no contributions to its Treasury, such omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory
by this Board, will be judged proper cause for withholding further appropriations.
III.-That the Corresponding Secretary is further instructed to communicate to missionary pastors
and churches that the Board institutes these rules not in the mere interests of its Treasury, but in the

broader interest of the character and habits of Baptist Churches, and in the conviction that they can be
strong and valuable only as they look beyond themselves to the spiritual welfare of others; and further,
that the Board institutes these rules with the specific recognition that the Churches being missionary
Churches, are supp~ed to be weak, and that therefore it is not so much the amount which they give
which is in question, as that they have the heart to give something, and do give, as in the Lord's sight,
and as He has prospered them.
IV.-That the Corresponding Secretary be also instructed to urge upon
est in all the forms of home evangelization and of foreign missionary labor
is~engaged, and a like regular and liberal contribution to the other Societies of
the years of their greater strength they may find themselves trained to habits of
the conversion of the world.
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that the Executive Board of THE AMERICAN BAPTIST
HOME MISSION SOCIETY, reposing confidence in you as a devoted servant of Jesus
Christ, of good reputation, and in full accord with the commonly accepted views and practices
ol Ba tist Churches, has ap inted you to serve as follows :

2. Your appointment is lor ......J.
3.

.......months. lrom the 6nt day of.~ _ ! . _ 19 /

The amount appropriated towards your salary is

/
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... ................._.....·-·········-·····:.
Dollars, for the time named, the Field to add $ ..........
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If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the interests of the field which

you are appointed to cultivate demand a change, you may return, or the Board may recall this
Commission, and upon written notice terminate your appoinbnent ; or by mutual consent you
may be tranalened to another field, but you cannot, without the consent of the Board, change
your 6dd of labor, and retain this Commission, nor can the Board assign you to another field
without your consent.
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INSTRUCTIONS
"Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine." ~( I Tun. iv. 16; Acts xx. 28.) Take care of
character, and reputation will take care of itself. True doctrine shapes true living. "A bishop must have
a good report of them that are without." ( I Tim. iii. 7), or he cannot win them to Christ. " Keep thyself
pure." (I Tim. v. 22.)
" Preach the Word." (2 Tnn. iv. 1.) "Publicly and from house to home." (Acts ¥, 42.)
"Declare all the counsel of God." (Acts xx 27.)
Preach it positively, lovingly. Without love,
eloquence is as " sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal." " Study to show thyself approved unto God, a
workman that needeth not be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth." (2 Tim. ii. 15.)

I

" Take heed to all the Rock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Church
of God." (Acts xx 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality." (I Tim.
v. 21.) Much depend, on faithful pagtoral work. A house-going preacher makes a church-going people.

I

Give special attention to Sunday-school work. Organize schools wherever practicable. To gain
the Children now is to have the men and women of the future.
Give attention also to the dissemination of Bibles and religious literature.
Secretary of what you want for this work.

Inform the Corresponding

Be an organizer and a leader. Utilize all the material you can.
"Be gentle unto all men, patient." (2 Tim. ii. 24; Tit. iii. 2.) We "beseech you, by the meekneu and gentleness of Christ" (2 Cor. x. I.) to "give no offense in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed." ( I Cor. x. 32; 2 Cor. vi. 3.) Patience, kindness, tact and time work wonders.
"Have faith in G:>d." (Mark xi. 22.) Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful. "Endure hardness as a
good soldier of Jesus Christ," (2 Tun. ii. 3.) "Rejoice always." (Phil. iv. 4.) The temper of a people
depend, much on the spirit of their pastor.

Cultivate the benevolence of your people. Exhort them that they "abound in this grace also."
(2 Cor. viii. 7.) (See special action of the board on third page.)]
" Watch thou in all things, endure afHictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of
thy ministry." (2 Tim. iv. 5.)

If a reappointment is desired, a new application should be filled up, with all the information and
recommendations required in the printed " Form of Application" and forwarded at the time of your

third quarterly report.
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The missionary who receives this commission is expected, as soon as possible after its acceptance, to read
to the Church to which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted by
the Executive Board of the Society ; to use all proper means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements; and to report what has been done to the Corresponding Secretary.

Whereas, The donors of funds to the treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Society
in the administration of the trust committed to them, have for a distinct aim the building up of Churches,
which shall be united with the Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active co-operation in
evangelizing labors ; and

/

Whueas, In some cases contributions are withheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such
Churches should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised ; therefore
Resolved, 1.-That this Board deems annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all Churches
receiving the benefit of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such benefit, but indispensable to
the proper training and habits of such churches in respect to the whole work of the whole denomination to
which they belong.
II.-That this Board hereby instructs the Corresponding Secretary to prepare, and communicate to all
missionarits of this Society, and to all Churchrs enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in
respect to the contributions of such Churches by which this Board will hereafter be governed, and that such
rules shall embody the following :

I .- That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall
have been reported, such missionary shall be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without
explanations which shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuance of the omission to
the end of the year will be accounted a reason for the non-renewal of his Commission.
2.-That if, at the end of a year, Churches whose pastors have been aided by the funds of this
Society have made no contributions to its Treasury, such omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory
by this Board, will be judged proper cause for withholding further appropriations.
111.-That the Corresponding Secretary is further instructed to communicate to missionary pastors
and churches that the Board institutes these rules not in the mere interests of its Treasury, but in the

broader interest of the character and habits of Baptist Churches, and in the conviction that they can be
strong and valuable only as they look beyond themselves to the spiritual welfare of others; and further,
that the Board institutes these rules with the specific recognition that the Churches being missionary
Churches, are supposed to be weak, and that therefore it is not
much the amount which they give
which is in question, as that they have the heart to give something, and do give, as in the Lord's sight,
and as He has prospered them.

so

IV.-That the Corresponding Secretary be also instructed to urge upon the Churches a like inter-

est in all the forms of home evangelization and of foreign missionary labor in which the denomination
is:'engaged, and a like regular and liberal contribution to the other Societies of the denomination, so that in
the years of their greater strength they may 6nd themselves trained to habits of giving of their substance for
the conversion of the world.
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~··; This certifies that the Executive Board of THE AMERICAN BAPTIST
HOME MISSION SOCIETY, reposing confidence in you as a devoted servant of Jesus
Christ, of good reputation, and in full accord with the commonly accepted views and practices

·r:···~~.

of Ba tist Churches, ha, ap~d you to serve as follows :
························.·-·_·
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2. Your appointment 18 lor ..... /./......months, from the fuat day o l . . ~ c...L 19 I
3.

_____

\....__

The amount appropriated towards your salary is

/
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...................................................... Dollars, for the time named, the Field to add $ ...........................................
Convention, $ ......
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If at any time it shall appear to you or to the Board that the interests of the field which

you are appointed to cultivate demand a change, you may return, or the Board may recall this
Commission, and upon written notice terminate your appointment ; or by mutual consent you
may be transferred to another field, but you cannot, without the consent of the Board, change
your field of labor, and retain this Commission, nor can the Board assign you to another field
without your consent.
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INSTRUCTIONS
"Take heed unto thyself and unto the doctrine." (1 Tun. iv. 16; Acts xx. 28.) Take care of
character, and reputation will take care of itself. True doctrine shapes true living. "A bishop must have
a good report of them that are without." ( 1 Tim. iii. 7), or he cannot win them to Christ. " Keep thyself
pure." (I Tlm, v. 22.)
"Preach the Word." (2 Tun. iv. 1.) "Publicly and from house to house." (Acta v. 42.)
"Dedare all the counsel of God." (Acts u 27.)
Preach it poativdy, lovingly. Without love,
eloquence is as " sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal." " Study to show thyself approved unto God, a
workman that needeth not be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth." (2 Tim. ii. 15.)
" Take heed to all the Rock over which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseer, to feed the Church
of God." (Acts xx 28.) "Without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality," (I Tun.
v. 21.) Much depend, on faithful paftoral work. A house-going preacher makes a church-going people.
Give special attention to Sunday-school work. Organize schools wherever practicable. To gain
the Children now is to have the men and women of the future.
Give attention also to the dissemination of Bibles and religious literature.
Secretary of what you want for this work.

Inform the Corresponding

Be an organizer and a leader. Utilize all the material you can.
"Be gentle unto all men, patient," (2 Tim. ii. 24; Tit. iii. 2.) We "beseech you, by the meeknen and gentleness of Christ O (2 Cor. x. I.) to "give no offense in anything, that the ministry be not
blamed." (I Cor. x. 32; 2 Cor. vi. 3.) Patience, kindness, tact and time work wonders.
"Have faith in God." (Mark xi. 22.) Be prayerful, faithful, hopeful. "Endure hardness as a
good soldier of Jesus Christ." (2 TIDl. ii. 3.) "Rejoice always," (Phil. iv. 4.) The temper of a people
depends much on the spirit of their pastor.
Cultivate the benevolence of your people. Exhort them that they "abound in thia grace also."
(2 Cor. viii. 7.) (See special action of the board on third page.)
" Watch thou in all things, endure afBictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full proof of
thy ministry." (2 Tim. iv. 5.)

If a reappointment is desired, a new application should be 6lled up, with all the information and
recommendations required in the printed " F onn of Application" and forwarded at the time of your

third quarterly report.

The missionary who receives this commission is expected, as soon as possible after its acceptance, to read
to the Church to which he is appointed the following preambles and resolutions which have been adopted by
the Executive Board of the Society; to use all proper means to secure a hearty compliance with their requirements; and to report what has been done to the Corresponding Secretary.

Whereas, The donors of funds to the treasury of this Society, and the Executive Board of the Society
in the administration of the trust committed to them, have for a distinct aim the building up of Churches,
which shall be united with the Baptist denomination by spiritual sympathy and by active co-operation in
evangelizing labors; and
Whereas, In some cases contributions are withheld on the declared ground that all moneys raised in such

Churches should of right be expended in the States in which such moneys are raised; therefore
Resolved, L-That this Board deems annual contributions to the Treasury of this Society by all Churches
receiving the bene6t of its aid not only a kindly and proper recognition of such bene6t, but indispensable to
the proper training and habits of such churches in respect to the whole work of the whole denomination to
which they belong.

II.-That this Board hereby instructs the Corresponding Secretary to prepare, and communicate to all
missionarits of this Society, and to all Churches enjoying or seeking its aid in their support, the rules in
respect to the contributions of such Churches by which this Board will hereafter be governed, and that such
rules shall embody the following :

) .-That if, on receiving the third quarterly report of a missionary, no contribution to this Society shall
have been reported, such missionary shall be reminded by a printed circular of the omission, and that without
explanations which shall absolve him from responsibility for the neglect, the continuance of the omission to
the end of the year will be accounted a reason for the non-renf'wal of his Commission.
2.-That if, at the end of a year, Churches whose pastors have been aided by the funds of this
Society have made no contributions to its Treasury, such omission, without explanation deemed satisfactory
by this Board, will be judged proper cause for withholding further appropriations.

III.-That the Corresponding Secretary is further instructed to communicate to missionary pastors
and churches that the Board institutes these rules not in the mere interests of its Treasury, but in the

broader interest of the character and habits of Baptist Churches, and in the conviction that they can be
strong and valuable only as they look beyond themselves to the spiritual welfare of others; and further,
that the Board institutes these rules with the specific recognition that the Churches being missionary
Churches, are supposed to be weak, and that therefore it is not 10 much the amount which they give
which is in question, as that they have the heart to give something, and do give, as in the Lord's sight,
and as He has prospered them.

IV.-That the Corresponding Secretary be also instructed to urge upon
est in all the forms of home evangelization and of foreign missionary labor
is...engaged, and a like regular and liberal contribution to the other Societies of
the years of their greater strength they may 6nd themselves trained to habits of
the conversion of the world.
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